Heritage Plus deliverable 4.3
Annex D: Full progress reviews of third/final progress reports
CHANGES
project leader: Stefano Della Torre
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
An evaluation of the achievements of CHANGES should take into account the theoretical,
methodological and analytical complexity of the project in order to obtain an overall goal. I perceive
this extremely important and future-oriented within the field of a knowledge based strategy of
planned preventive conservation (PPC), because CHANGES encompasses a variety of goals and
measures like a) to release and enhance the practical use of local knowledge, b) creating local
labour possibilities, c) find ways to minimized the cost benefit of large conservation and renovation
works/projects. By successfully having approached this complexity of goals by use of adequate
theoretical and methodological tools, CHANGES has convincingly pointed at ways to improve the
quality of protection of local built heritage (which fundamentally belongs to the local communities)
ensured by the involvement of local interests, knowledge, competence and resources.


The main goals have been reached successfully because of

a) A well-organized cooperation, organized within a system of adequately well defined and limited
WPs, based on a thorough assessed and fully comprehension of the project´s theoretical,
methodological and empirical challenges and implications.
b) An effective and creative use of the partners based on their local networks, experience and
competence within the manifold field of built heritage management protection and conservation.
c) A dissemination programme based on an active and engaged use of internet, conferences,
seminars and meetings between scholars, stakeholders, owners, agencies and interested
people


The project has progressed beyond of the state of the art because of

a) knowledge produced and important insight established in the owners “approaches” (mentally,
behavioural and cultural) to local built heritage and the maintaining routines and practises
dependent on these factors. This has only occasionally been investigated, but the systematic
inquiries, interviews and meetings and CHANGEs overarching analysis based on solid and
representative empirical data has shed new light over this important issue.
b) having established definitions and carried out analysis of costs-benefit mechanisms of preventive
conservation practices, which shed important light over how economic resources are used with
what sustainable results in the maintenance of local built heritage.


The project’s most outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall

The third year was, naturally enough, engaged with terminating and concluding the various work tasks,
which ended up in the most important output of the project both within the third year and in an overall
perspective: Based on the analysis of the factors that affects decision-making in long-term
conservation, and making simple general rules for more effective funding policies destined to policy
makers and influencers, CHANGES has created a solid basis for how the local community effectively
and with a low-cost alternative to external agents, can contribute to sustainable development of local
built heritage.
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Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. The Impact of the project


The project’s most significant impact outside academia

is the knowledge produced and shared about best practice regarding
a) implementation of local experience in processes of monitoring and restoring built heritage, and
b) contributing to create new international collaboration networks.


The knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences was important to the project.

Without the actively applied contact and sharing of knowledge with non-academics in the project, it
would be impossible to gain insight in, and carry out an assessment of best practices in the various
stages and levels of management of built heritage regarding the use of economic sources, organizing
mechanisms and local relevant experiences. By “to gain insight in and assessment of” I mean the
possibility of an analytical use of the produced knowledge concerning socially and culturally related
mentality and behaviour patterns amongst the agents within local built heritage management. This
comprehension is of extreme importance to understand how to create impact on and change not
desirable management practice patterns not to benefit for neither the cultural heritage nor the local
community.
PL and PIs pursued these activities determinate and persistently both locally and on an overall level.


Research benefit from this exchange

Research benefited from the exchange with non-academics because new data relevant for the
overall comprehension of the management of built heritage was collected and systematized. These
data base will be very valuable in the years to come for cultural heritage research, which can utilize
the data from different angles and objectives, thus creating new knowledge.
The making of definitions, the “Innovative Built Heritage” models, the historical and diagnostic
investigation results the risk management and the planned conservation investigating results are of
profound interest to and an inspiration for further cultural heritage research to create an even
stronger foundation for a sustainable management of the local heritage. All in all impressing 40 peer
reviewed publications are published or are forthcoming and further scientific publication are
produced.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value


The CRP was functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project

The practical and scientifically result could not have reached the CHANGE´s provable listed results of
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scientific and non-academic relevant topics, if not the co-operation between the participating countries
had been carried out beyond the traditional practice of “parallel research”. The project has been able
to utilise the advantages of doing heritage research based on an access to and insight in a rich variety
of national practical routines, experiences and competence. It is within this bulk of mixed variables that
new knowledge can be - and has been - produced in the intersecting point of different practice
patterns, routines, experiences and competences coming from different cultural, climatic and social
realities.


The communication and exchange of ideas, students, techniques, etc. across the consortium

The communication between the consortium´s academic staff and related personnel has been taken
care of by use of various platforms for direct and indirect communication in terms of sharing ideas,
experiences and of data and results. The tools used for enhancing the communication has been local
and public meetings, workshops, international conferences, informal sessions and press conferences.
Students, however, seems to have been present to a less degree, and as far as I can see, there have
been no arrangements particularly directed towards the international environment of students within
heritage studies at any level. These students are the future resource for heritage research and should
not be forgotten in a project like this.


The project has been contributing to the visibility of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic
Research Agenda

CHANGES has contributed to realize the JPICH SRA strongly and effectively on all the 4 prioritized
reseach areas, but most effectively by combining the prioritized research areas “Developing a
reflective society “and “connecting people with heritage”: CHANGES has in this way created a point of
departure for engaging local communities by pointing at local experience and knowledge as valuable
resources in a sustainable way of taking care of its own built heritage. This way of connecting
people and heritage create engagement. In the long run it will enhance the consciousness of the local
built heritage in a way that creates profound values and relations, and thus opens for a more reflective
society.

Review 2
1 Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
The PL concludes in the final report that the project has fully achieved its objectives. The evaluation
concludes that the project has achieved all its objectives.
The project addresses three different models in conservation in Italy, Nederland, Belgium and
Sweden. Each model are represented with three different institutions involved in conservation, both
non-profit organisations and private companies. There are several cases from each of these three
models. Important conclusions are that conservation processes are complex, they are controlled by
financial mechanism and that national contexts are very different. These are reasonable conclusions
but despite this, the final report would have benefited having overall reflections of the different models,
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national contexts and main challenges. Case studies will normally address contextual dependencies.
Despite contextual limitations, it is often possible to draw some general conclusions. Understanding of
differences are however, important for international knowledge exchange and system development.
The study confirms that financial mechanism are important in conservation processes in all the
countries and in cases and the three models. This not surprising, but the high attention given to this
conclusion is probably a result of the partners from non-profit and private companies (including a
SME). In general, the financial aspects could have been addressed even more in the final report.
The project has created a website, arranged conferences, have contributed with scientific and popular
outputs and have interacted well with a high range of stakeholders from private and public sector. The
academic output is good with many publications already publish (articles and books and
conference/seminars proceedings and papers). The popular outcome is also good through the actual
cases, different public and professional conferences, and particular trough knowledge exchange with
the partners which represents the three different models in the project.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2 Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
The outcome from this project is highly relevant for academia and stakeholders/institutions from both
public and private sector involved in conservation processes. The project includes several important
conclusions as the understanding of the complexity and role of finance in conservation process across
countries and conservation models. Comparative projects can always contribute with new ways of
solving tasks, in particular when the project includes different models from different countries. An even
stronger focus on comparison could have increased this impact.
The project has a comprehensive interaction with many and different public and private stakeholders
and actors trough many meeting during the project period (also as part of the data collection in the
cases), conferences, etc. where stakeholders take place.
It has been a good collaboration between the partners in the project. This has contributed to high
social relevance and understanding of challenges in conservation processes which again contribute to
social impact.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3 European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
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techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
The project will contribute with added value for Europe due to joint understanding of common
challenges and more nationwide knowledge by addressing three different conservation models in four
countries. The research project has been a well-integrated project between the partners, but the
benefit would have increased if the project team had addressed comparison more than reported in the
final report. It has been a good involvement with researcher at difference stages of their academic
carrier, as well as some students. The project has contributed to visibility of JPICH trough mange
disseminations and a homepage.
Response by project
Questions
1. Do you recognize
and agree with the
issues raised? Specify
and clarify.

2. Which
recommendations will
embraced and how?
Also respond to specific
questions.

3. What has been
achieved by your
project, that should be
further highlighted?. Be
short and precise.
4. Are future activities or
follow-up plans
foreseen? Be short and
precise.

Response by project-leader
[Maximum 150 words]
First we want to thank the Reviewers for the careful attitude and the
attention paid to the complex and ambitious research framework, which
could be easily misunderstood,
We did our best to achieve some scientific targets useful for society at
large and at European level. To highlight differences was not in the mood
of the partnership, but undoubtedly a discussion on the differences would
have made the conclusions more understandable, as well as the limits we
came across in developing a thorough discussion on financial issues.
As for the involvement of youngsters, this is a point we did not highlight in
reports, but most events were offered at least to university students in the
different countries.
The overall evaluations we got is simply flattering, we can only thank the
Reviewers.
[Maximum 150 words]
We are confident to have several opportunities to develop our conclusions
in order to follow the recommendations by Reviewer 2, in particular on the
point of describing differences of the different models, national contexts
and main challenges, not avoiding to draw further general conclusions. We
agree that understanding of differences is a very important basis for the
implementation of the findings.
If relevant only
[Maximum 500 words]

If relevant only
[Maximum 150 words]
We plan to develop guidelines for the implementation of our general
recommendation in the different national contexts. This follow-up activity
will provide the opportunity non only to describe differences, but also to
develop parallel implementation of the same concepts.
The website will be updated in order to collect and disseminate such
further contributions.
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CHIME
project leader: Tony Whyton
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
As project’s authors declared the aim of the CHIME project was to develop new forms of
dissemination, drawing on different networks to facilitate Knowledge Exchange, public engagement
activities and impact. The CHIME project aim was to examine how changing relationships between
music, festivals, and cultural heritage sites renegotiate established understandings and uses of
heritage. The CHIME project team focused on festivals, which reflects the important position that
festivals occupy in Europe’s cultural ecology and studied the boundaries between tangible, intangible
and digital heritage. Jazz was used as a tool to explore the music’s relationship to concepts of high
and low culture, tradition, innovation, authenticity and (non)-European identity.
As project authors declared the final results are the arts’ engagement with cultural heritage. The
CHIME team developed a typology of festivals and cultural heritage alongside with a study of festivals
as integrative sites. They also organized The Travelling Exhibition which has been disseminated at a
range of national and international events. They also organized Grow Your Own Festival which is an
annual event and will have a significant impact on the multi-cultural arts scene of Birmingham. A lot of
data about the mediation of festivals in digital space has been collected thanks to preparation the
CHIME App. As authors declared this tool could be used by large audiences at multiple festival sites.
The project also produced models of Knowledge Exchange and public engagement that have a
broader benefit to the arts and humanities. The project team also developed an info-graphic to
present the impact of the project over time. The CHIME website has more than 2000 users
The scientific achievements include a new monograph series based around jazz festivals and cultural
heritage with Routledge, a special issue of the International Journal of Heritage Studies, several book
chapters and monographs, and a 5-volume Oxford History of Jazz in Europe.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
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As project authors declared the CHIME project will have a lasting impact on academic scholarship in
jazz and cultural heritage and has opened up the field to interdisciplinary scholarship and new
avenues of enquiry.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
I do not have information regarding this point

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
Thanks to the CHIME project the network of international partners interested in Jazz festivals has
been developed. The project team has the opportunity to visit many festivals and music events,
prepare some articles, website, Travelling Exhibition and organize the Grow Your Own Festival.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
The achievements of the project are nicely described on a brief, but clear way. The project team also
nd
addresses the comments of the review of the 2 reporting phase, referring to the comment that
heritage aspects were not very much addressed at that time. All the objectives are achieved. Some of
the publications were delayed as explained in the overview of the achievements. Some scientific
papers are currently in review, a special issue in the International Journal of Heritage Studies is
st
expected in 2019 and a five volume of the Oxford History of Jazz in Europe is contracted (1 volume
to be published in 2019). This means that the project coordination and individual authors have to
follow up these activities after finishing the project, which might be challenging.
About the budget, the table referring to funds gives as total received funding €501,155.17, while the
table with expenditure has a total of €567,985.58. How is the sum of €66.830 paid to cover the
additional costs?
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
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stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
The impact is described very briefly. Based on the final report, it is clear that the project paid attention
to the impact and knowledge transfer. A number of networking activities are listed and it is clear that
the network build around the project grew during the project period. It will be challenging to stay visible
and for example to keep the CHIME App and festival updated and alive (likewise the website with the
blog and twitter account) after closing the project.
However, due to the format of the report, it is not easy to grasp the impact the project ‘in the field’,
since the review can only be based on the information provided in the report.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
The project is ‘transnational’ and led by a cross-disciplinary team. They used collaborative research
and involved other partners in the project (different user groups including policy makers, festival
organisers, the broader heritage sector and the general public (the audience on the festivals among
others)). Without the collaborative approach and inclusion of the partnership of associated partners,
the objectives of the project could not have been achieved.
They contributed to the visibility of the JPI-CH like they list in table 4.3.3 of the final report.
Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

The project team welcomes the reviewer comments and the evaluation of ‘good’

agree with the issues

for project achievements (reviewers 1 & 2) and impact (reviewer 2). Reviewer 1

raised? Specify and clarify.

acknowledges several ‘impact’ factors in the achievements section (such as
academic outputs, infographics etc.) but does not feel able to provide a score for
the Impact section. We would point reviewer 1 to several impact factors
highlighted within the main report, including the establishment of a new ‘Grow Your
Own’ festival, the closer working relationship with Europe Jazz Network, the
success of the travelling exhibition, the marketization study of GMLSTN Festival
that has been used by promoters in Gothenburg, and the published policy-driven
reports on the Impact of British Festivals and Festivals as Integrative Sites (further
discussion of impact is outlined in section 3 below). Both reviewers acknowledge
the European added value within the project and we thank them for their
constructive comments.

2. Which

[Maximum 150 words] Reviewer 2 suggests that the co-ordination of publications

recommendations will

will present a challenge for the project team following the completion of the report.

embraced and how? Also

This challenge has already been dealt with as IJHS articles are currently out for

respond to specific

review, editorial roles have been clearly defined, and the project team continues to
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questions.

work and communicate closely. In the query about the financial statement
reviewer 2 does not take into account the AHRC 80-20% funding arrangement with
UK institutions that leads to a higher expenditure total to income.

3. What has been

If relevant only

achieved by your project,

CHIME has achieved impact in the following categories:

that should be further

1. Academic impact: monograph series, edited volume with Oxford University

highlighted?. Be short and

Press, special issue of International Journal of Heritage Studies. New directions for

precise.

music and heritage research (jazz studies, festivals, post-colonial/Trans-Atlantic
Slave Trade studies), ground-breaking international conference and
interdisciplinary working methods.
2. Impact on Knowledge Economy: Development of GYO Festival, establishment
of EJN Research Group, Travelling Exhibition of Dutch Jazz.
3. Impact on Communities, promoting meaning-making: Networking and public
engagement events, case studies of specific national festivals, interviews with
festival-goers, CHIME app.
4. Economic impact: encouraging audiences to engage with festivals in new ways,
CHIME app, Hack Days which use heritage as a platform to promote new creative
content ideas
5. Impact on well-being and the environment: ‘Festivals as Integrative Sites’ report
addresses the importance of festivals and heritage within the broader context of
policy and environmental issues.
6: Social impact and critique: findings explore the transformative potential of
festivals but also the need for festivals to engage more responsibly with concepts
of heritage (including politics and colonial history).

4. Are future activities or

If relevant only

follow-up plans foreseen?

The UK project team will be applying for additional Follow on Funding from the

Be short and precise.

AHRC to bring the CHIME app to a broader market.
The project team will also promote the new festival series and IJHS special issue
once published.
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CHT2
project-leader Gabriele Guidi
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
This is a report written with minimal effort, limited mainly to quantitative data, stating the end
deliverables (reports etc.) in a few tables. From these data it seems that most results originally
promised by the project have actually been reached, notwithstanding the funding problems and the
considerable delay caused by these problems. As a matter of fact, in contrast to the previous report,
this one lists a large amount of deliverables (even the logo’s are rated as deliverables?!), even those
that have been neglected in the second-year report. Also, in contrast to the previous report, this one
lists a long series of scientific publications, most of them published in 2017 and 2018. However,
qualitative information, providing insights in the results, in the link with the original project objectives, in
progress or in conclusions, is mostly lacking. This makes it extremely difficult to review the present
report, in particular to establish the quality of the deliverables and, therefore, to evaluate the
achievements of the project. Especially the lack of any explicit conclusions on the achievements of the
project, raises serious doubts about the end result.
All this may be due to the fact that especially the Italian partner was obliged to report excessively
often, every three months or so, as is lamented heavily and rightfully in the report. This may have
caused a certain reluctance to reporting in detail. However, this should not have prevented the project
leaders to take at least the final report seriously.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
2. Impact of the Project
Dissemination of the results of the project seems to have been carefully considered. First of all,
scientific output is considerable and also includes peer reviewed journals. Also, stakeholders have
been engaged on a large scale, as is explicitly stated in the report in response to reviewers’
recommendations to do so more intensively. However, in this light, table 4.5.1. on ‘Networking and
stakeholder involvement’ remains a bit questionable, in the sense that it mostly lists meetings with the
staff of museums and heritage boards, with the aim of gathering maps and data, discussing historical
research or revising reconstructions. This is not what one expects in a section on ‘Networking’. Indeed,
although the (potential) impact of the project is definitely high (in the field of visualisation of changes in
the fabric of archeological sites and monuments and, accordingly, in narrating history), it still remains
somewhat vague as to the degree the project has managed to activate this impact. Serious networking
would have been an obvious way of doing so, and also engaging stakeholders, but rather beyond the
relatively inner circle of expert museums and sites studied, i.e. including most of all the people living in
and around the sites, and also tourists and visitors; asking their opinions or testing their impressions
and appreciation. Moreover, it is unclear what action has been taken to guarantee the sustainability of
the JPI efforts and achievements. It would have been interesting, for instance, to have made an effort
in setting up (inter-) national training or research networks that will last beyond the project’s duration.
As to the latter, the report raises doubts even with regard to the degree of collaboration of the project
partners during the project’s lifetime; there is no discussion of comparisons, interaction or common
action between the various partners.
Please rate the impact of the project:
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0

cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Considering the above comment on the lack of evident collaboration between the project partners, one
must question the European added value. As a matter of fact, the results discussed in the report, could
have been obtained also individually by the respective partners. There is no explicit hint at any
European added value. Nor is there any explicit hint at comparisons of the results, or any team
attempt to move beyond the individual case studies and to discuss, let alone establish European
standards. Neither is the project explicit on the path needed to establish added value; how to organise
and structure this at the pan-European level and to guarantee continuous research. This is a missed
chance since the value of the project for visualizing, narrating and reflecting at a pan-European level is
potentially high.
As to added value with regard to the JPI CH goals, in theory it is explained well how the project has
contributed to the main challenges, also to those of ‘developing reflective society’ and ‘connecting
people with heritage’; however, there is not much in the report that convinces the reviewer that this
theory has been successfully brought into practice.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
All specific goals of the Project have been achieved. The concept of this Project based on integration
of temporal dimension into 3D visualisation of historical sites: in the report (Figs. 1 – 4) the static 3D
images of chosen architecture objects at different times were provided. The project comprised three
major scientific goals: collecting information on a present configuration of chosen areas, historic study
on their previous look, integration of both into a coherent structure possible to be visualised with the
same software. As a part of the third task, a comparative study on feasibility of different available
software platforms was performed.
In the opinion of the reviewer, the most important achievement of the project is the elaboration of
the methodology for integration of different kinds of data (photogrammetry and archive resources) into
a structure ready to be visualised.
I was able to test both visualisation platforms:
http://tidop.usal.es/cht2/ developed exclusively for visualisation of Avilla by USAL, based on CesiumJS
https://cht2.eu/index.php/ONLINE-VISUALIZATION covering all sites and developed by SSSA(?),
based on City Engine module (Notice: at the moment of reviewing, this tool was password protected
and cannot be considered as delivered publically)
Both visualisation works well but the former one offers, in my opinion, more interesting approach by
integration with other documents (plans, maps etc.) annotated at the model.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
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Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
Results of the project may be very useful as a popularisation tool to disseminate knowledge of the
past of CH sites. Therefore the images obtained may serve a link between the past and present
helping in a better understanding the tangible history of the site and as a consequence will contribute
to the better care of the monuments by the local community and tourists.
Apart from this, the models and methodology developed may be very useful as a teaching tool, at
various levels of education.
The methodology developed by the Project may be also used for monitoring of alterations to the
state of monuments in the future.
The completion of the project was only possible with the close cooperation of the research teams
with local specialists only able to verify the 3D models of the historic state of the monuments.
The Project has its main web site: http://cht2-project.eu comprising all results, but without links to
visualisations.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda? [350 words maximum]
The project was definitely a collaborative effort, however distorted by financing problems which lead to
the non-simultaneous start of project activities at different partners.
Partners meet 8 times to ensure the smooth completion of the goals. The scientific outcome of the
project is significant: thirteen scientific papers were published with the Project (checked randomly)
acknowledged, four more are in press and one in preparation. Additionally the results were presented
two times at the conferences.
The JPICH logo is exposed at Project web site. Following SRA priorities were addressed:
Developing reflective society
Connecting people with heritage
Creating knowledge
Safeguarding cultural heritage resource
The detailed description is included in the report and does not raise any doubts.

Response by project
Questions
1. Do you recognize

Response by project-leader
The project consortium totally agrees with reviewer 2, that has
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and agree with the
issues raised? Specify
and clarify.

2. Which
recommendations will
be embraced and how?
Also respond to specific
questions.

3. What has been
achieved by your
project, that should be
further highlighted? Be
short and precise.

appropriately acknowledged the fact, demonstrated by the many specific
documents produced, by the 4D models accessible through the web, by
several joint publications and the high level of interaction among the
partners, that al the project goals stated in the CHT2 proposal have been
properly achieved.
This is recognized in part also by reviewer 1 that, on the other hand seems
not to appreciate the schematic structure of the report, imposed by the
template (and not by any reluctance of reporting whatsoever). We have
interpreted this report as a technical document for allowing to check the
project through the content of the tables, documenting in detail the
numerosity and the value of the project’s achievements, putting also all the
synthesis and comments inside the tables, rich of information. Therefore,
we find unfair the conclusions of this reviewer that “raises serious doubts
about the end result”. We deliberately decided of not adding narratives
about the project details that are extensively described in the tables and in
the deliverables that, probably committing a mistake, we assumed to be a
complementary and an integrant part of that report.
We agree that the access to the 4D models is not so simple from the
project website. This have been corrected by: a) adding a link to “On-line
4D models” to the section “Resources” of the website (http://cht2project.eu/resources/); b) eliminating the need of a password for accessing
it. However, the same web resource can be reached directly also at the
address: https://cht2.eu/index.php/ONLINE-VISUALIZATION
We can agree on the fact that the common public should have been more
involved in the project. The main reason here is the delay in the
implementation of the final on-line 4D products, due to the various causes
described in the report (pagg. 8-9) not depending on our will, that arrived
right at the end of the project instead of a couple of months before.
However, this does not prevent CHT2 to keep communicating the project
even after the official conclusion of it. As written in the report (see table
4.5.4, page 25), many public events for presenting CHT2 to a wide public
are programmed after May 31. See also answer to q4 regarding this point.
Since reviewer 2 seems to have caught properly the essence of the report
and the fact that the project has successfully achieved all the goals drafted
in the CHT2 proposal, we write here some highlights mainly to answer to
the criticism of reviewer 1.
Achievements of the project
Quotes from the CHT2 project proposal. In Italic what CHT2 have done.
“CHT2 will develop a novel methodology for time-varying 3D products,
from landscape to architectural scale, to analyse lost scenarios or visualize
changes due to anthropic activities or intervention, pollution, wars,
earthquakes and other natural hazards.”
Done. Content represented by D 2.1, D2.2, D 2.3
“The CHT2 project will thus address the following research issues:
1. generate 4D digital models of heritage sites, integrating heterogeneous
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data and expertise;”
Done for the 4 case studies. Description of the various phases of this work
available on D 3.1 (3D data collection); D3.2 (Collection of
historical/complementary data); D 3.3 (final 4D results)
“2. develop a methodology for future monitoring of heritage evolution
(structures and landscapes) as a means of safeguarding it;”
Done by the UK unit for the only case study compliant with this type of
analysis. Description in the UK section of D.3.3
“3. share multi-temporal information via the Internet (webGIS) for remote
analyses and to disseminate culture, evolution and lost assets.”
Done for the 4 case studies. Description in D 4.2 (4D models in the World
Wide Web). URL of the actual 4D resources
https://cht2.eu/index.php/ONLINE-VISUALIZATION
The project has therefore produced all the results included in the proposal,
with the addition of a massive scientific dissemination activity, differently
by what stated by reviewer 1. What we recognize is only a delay in the
various achievements, mostly depending from causes external to the
project, that have prevented a full development of the dissemination to a
wider public, that is anyway planned after the official end of the project.
Cooperation among the partners
The project partners have met 4 times in person all together, 3 times in
bilateral meetings (e.g. http://cht2-project.eu/2018/04/23/english-italianmeeting-in-newcastle/; http://cht2-project.eu/2017/10/18/spanish-italianmeeting-in-milan/), and several times by Skype, maintaining a high level of
collaboration throughout the whole project. Such collaboration was an
unavoidable element for: a) defining a shared methodology for generating
4D representations for different time spans and area sizes; b) writing 4 of
the papers produced in the period; c) researching different technologies to
the 4D model publication in the Internet; d) creating coherently the 4D
models of the four case studies, in order to be compliant with a common
platform developed by the Polish unit thanks to the feedback arriving from
all partners.
European value of the proposal
The four case studies were chosen deliberately different for exploring four
different “nuances” of the concept of 4D: a) UK: a sequence of 3D models
originated by measured data taken in different times for evaluating the
long term evolution of some erosion phenomena putting at risk an
important piece of heritage like the Hadrian Wall; b) Poland: a mix of 3D
captured and reconstructed digital models for putting in evidence the
degradation of some of the Krakow fortresses due to the action of time; c)
Spain: a mix of 3D captured and reconstructed digital models for putting in
evidence the architectural evolution in time of the main access to the city
of Avila due to human planning; d) Italy: a mix of 3D captured and
reconstructed digital models for showing the relationships between a
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modern city and a huge monumental building of an ancient era, like the
Roman circus of Milan, not anymore accessible because buried under the
city. All this has been possible only for the opportunity to pick case studies
from different peculiar sites, available only in Europe.
In addition, the strong cooperation among the partners and the attention of
this project to the main SRA priorities such as: Developing reflective
society; Connecting people with heritage; Creating knowledge and
Safeguarding cultural heritage resource, in our opinion gives true
European value to our results, coherently to the vision of JPI-CH.
Regarding this point, using reviewer’s 2 words, “The detailed description is
included in the report and does not raise any doubts”.

4. Are future activities or
follow-up plans
foreseen? Be short and
precise.

Networking and stakeholder involvement
The relationship with the stakeholders has been started obviously on
practical things, like asking authorizations for accessing the heritage
assets, collecting archival information, ask to their valuable expert opinions
and feedback for the 4D reconstructions produced by the project. But of
course, a more extended networking action starts after the models are
established, when the public starts to be involved, and the stakeholders
see more clearly to the added value of such tool. This is what is happening
in Milan for example, where the Archaeological museum asked for the
model of the circus to be exhibited in an installation inside the museum,
inviting other administrators of similar museums to visit it. Such networking
appears to be a long-term effect that is only slightly perceivable at the
present moment, when the development of the 4D models has been just
completed for a general delay of the project not depending by our will (see
answer to q2).
As written in the final report at pag. 25, we will have for sure:
- an event in Milan on July 11 for presenting CHT2 to the press, the citizen
of the area, the stakeholders and the common public, with specific focus
on the 4D reconstruction of the Roman circus (flyer attached to this
answer).
- a presentation of CHT2 with specific focus on the Hadrian Wall, at the
"Caffe Scientifique Talk", on July 26 in Newcastle (UK)
- an exhibition about the CHT2 results with specific focus on the Hadrian
Wall, at the Great Exhibition of the North (Newcastle, Jun 22-Sept 7 2018)
https://getnorth2018.com
Other presentations in Poland and in Spain are possible even if not yet
precisely planned.

Response by reviewer
Additional comments by reviewer 1 on the basis of the project’s response – 06.07.2018
Reviewer 1 very much appreciates the extra information provided in the response, which answers
many of the questions that had popped up due to the scarceness of the data provided in the tables of
the original report. This goes for instance for the extra attention that will be paid to dissemination and
communication of the project results to a larger audience. Such extra information makes it clear that
the project’s achievements can be labelled as good and the impact as average/good. Also, doubts
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about the European added value, raised by the scarcity of information provided in the tables, have
been sufficiently addressed and taken away.
Additional comments by reviewer 2 on the basis of the project’s response – 11.07.2018
The major concern of the reviewer 2 related to the lack of a public link to results has been resolved.
I’ve visited all models provided and generally this result may be formally considered now as delivered.
However, the last model – Roman Circus in Milano – Scene 1 is available only in one layer (2018 3D
city) and Scene 2 seems not working properly on my computer (W7, 16GB RAM, GPU). Since my
evaluation was made on examination of similar results (via a private link) my rating remains the
same.
Reviewer 1 adjusts the rating of achievements from poor/average to good, and the rating of impact
from poor/average to average/good.
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CLIMA
project leader: Stefano De Angeli
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
The project’s achievements are impressive; notwithstanding painful delays in funding and Grant
Agreement procedures, nearly all project activities seem to have been completed, from the analysis
and definition of Earth Observations methods in WP1 to in situ campaigns in the three case studies,
collecting soil and vegetation data and aerial and ground-based remote sensing data, in WP3. Also, all
major project meetings have been organised as planned (not considering the delay) and CLIMA has
participated in a whole range of scientific and public meetings, emphasizing dissemination and
communication efforts. Most importantly, the planned CLIMA WebGIS Platform for the storage of all
collected data has been delivered and, with this, hazard, vulnerability and risk maps have been
produced. The project CLIMA addresses the goals of JPI-CH by developing a multi-risk WebGIS tool
providing risk maps of main threats affecting the archaeological sites. As the report rightly points out,
“the methodologies mark a substantial progress in the definition of an important decision making tool
for the authorities responsible for the preservation of archaeological landscapes. Unfortunately, in the
report there is no section which provides verifiable details on the results, or on the relevance or
appreciation of these results. This may be due to the format of the report and, relatedly, to lack of
space; but neither is there much insight information to be found on the project’s website. Moreover,
only 3 scientific articles have been published. It is the reviewers’ hope that more verifiable
data/experiments will be published soon.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the Project
The (potential) impact of the project in the field of archaeological heritage conservation is unequivocal,
and often emphasized in the report; in the sense that the project provides a WebGIS tool and it has
identified a diverse suite of risks and threats, as clearly pointed out in the impact section. However, it
still remains somewhat vague as to the degree the project has managed to activate this impact, and
on what levels. First, at the scientific level it is surprising to find that the project’s number of scientific
publications is very low (3); moreover, the few articles have been written by one author only. Should
the academic community not be involved to a larger extent?
The scientific output of the other partners in the project seems to have been geared at conferences
and other meetings; exchange of information with specialists and stakeholders, leading to visibility and
dissemination of the results. According to the report, at their turn, this has lead to greater awareness
and “to the recognition of commonalities across the pan-European case-studies”. A series of questions
remain however; The number of casestudies is fairly limited; what is the relevance of the project for
archaeological sites Europe-wide? What has been done with this awareness to make the tools
successful on the long run? The report talks about the acknowledgment of the “higher level European
policy relevance of the CLIMA project”, and about “an action to advance this via contact with the
relevant European Archaeologicsal Council’s working groups as well as with national agencies.” It is
unclear what action has been taken and if it has succeeded in creating structures in which (the results
of) CLIMA will have a sustainable impact. It would be interesting, for instance, to make an effort in
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setting up (inter-) national training or research and monitoring networks that will last beyond the
project’s duration.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
3. European added value
Again, the value of the project for archaeological site management at a pan-European level is
potentially high. This is strengthened by the fact that casestudies throughout Europe have been
analysed and attempts have been made to raise awareness of the project’s importance at the
European level. The results of the project have much to contribute to preservation and management
schemes of archaeological sites, identifying hazards and risks in relation to specific circumstances.
The report, however, is not very explicit in pointing out whether this European added value has
decidedly been reached. As a matter of fact, it seems not to have been reached. Neither is the project
explicit on the path needed to establish added value; how to organise and structure this at the panEuropean level and to guarantee continuous research and monitoring of hazards and risks.
As to added value with regard to the JPI CH goals, contrary to the report, I don’t see how the project
has seriously contributed to ‘developing reflective society’ and ‘connecting people with heritage’; the
answers given in the project betray a misunderstanding of what these concepts actually mean.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
From the final report, the following main achievements were identified:
-

Implementation of a WebGIS Platform for the storage of data collected by the project team,
Data were processed to produce hazard, vulnerability and risk maps,
Development and operation of a new mobile gamma spectrometry tool.

These achievements were considered by the project team as:
- Marking a substantial progress in the definition of an important decision making tool for the
authorities responsible for the preservation of archaeological landscapes;
- The risk maps elaborated as output by the CLIMA Platform are an innovative tool to promote
the safeguarding of cultural heritage resources.
Partnership report a large number of initiatives to disseminate knowledge and tried to recover the
delay accumulated in the first part of the project.
From the report, the project:
- Achieved most of its objectives for the period with relatively minor deviations*

Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
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2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
From the final report, the main impacts of the project seem to consist of:
-

An usable and affordable WebGIS tool providing risk maps of the archaeological sites as input
for decision making authorities responsible for their preservation,
- It will constitute an important tool to integrate the decision-making process and to be used to
provide commercial services for the monitoring of degradation process and the planning of
preventive maintenance activities,
Academic benefit through published materials and the dissemination so far promoted can be added to
those identified impacts.
The developed methodology and WebGis platform were validated as operational tools, but their
potential use as a decision making tool has still to be proved. Of course, this fact depends on the
authorities’ willingness to use it, and to test it in other situations.
The future impact seems to be associated to commercial services, which could be a positive issue, but
it leaves the evaluation of the potential impact depending on the success of the commercial strategy
that will be defined and implemented.
The comparison of the possible potential impacts keeping the WebGis as a commercial tool, or as an
open access platform would be interesting to make.
The mobile gamma spectrometer may provide commercial services, but tests need to be carried out in
other land contexts to define in what conditions it may be of interest. The small number of situations
tested in the project need to be complemented.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
In this rating, we assume that a competent follow up strategy (business plan) to reach the target endusers will be defined and implemented.
It is not clear to the reviewer who owns the exploitation rights over the GIS and the gamma ray
spectrometer and whether both will be integrated in the same business plan or not.
3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
The report mentions several partnership meetings during which some integration of the research
activities was certainly made. For the reviewer it is not clear how and what contributions were given by
each partner to the major outputs, namely the development of the WebGis platform and the gamma
spectrometer.
The inter-partnership collaboration is not explicit in the final report.
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Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

We agree with following issues raised:

agree with the issues

1) Verifiability of results
This is due to the format of the report, but see the answer below (point 3)
2) Scientific publications
This is due to a choice connected to the characteristics of the project and
partly also to the problems (delays) encountered by the project itself. Apart
from the development phase of the data processing chains, the definition
of the risk assessment methodology and the creation of the Web-GIS
platform (which ended after almost two years of project start-up), whose
results could have been only partially translated in scientific publications
(because they needed to be tested during WP3), the most important and
significant results of the project are those related to the final elaboration of
hazard, vulnerability and risk maps (based on the risk assessment
methodology adopted). Therefore, also in the light of the Final Conference,
in which all the project activities and the results obtained were presented,
it was considered strategically more appropriate, in order to maximize the
impact of the project to publish the project results in the Final Conference
proceedings (publication is expected by 2018). This publication will be able
to show the degree and extent of involvement of the academic community
working in the project. Regarding the 3 articles published by the Cypriot
colleagues (not written by one author only: the format requires only the
indication of the main author!!), they concern generally the use of satellite
remote sensing technology for digital documentation, mapping and
monitoring of archaeological sites and cultural landscapes, an issue
addressed in the WP1 of the project. To these articles is to be added two
other articles related to the archaeological mapping and detection based
on the integration of satellite and aerial observation methods, a WP1
activity promoted by UNITUS, whose indication was omitted by mistake
during the preparation of the III and the Final Report (see below point 3)
3) Limited number of case studies and relevance for archaeological
sites Europe-wide
The limited number of case studies is related to the size of the project.
Nevertheless the choice of the sites took into account the different
geographical, environmental and climatic conditions of the sites (from
Northern Europe to the Mediterranean area) and the various problems that
they posed, in order to offer a series of major and most important threats
affecting the European archaeological sites, obviously aware of the nonexhaustiveness of this choice. For the possibility of extending the case
studies see the point 5.
4) Partner’s contributions to the major outputs
With regard to this, it should be noted that if for the processing of the
different data processing chains (and therefore also for the development of
the ray spectrometer range) there has been a separate contribution from
each partner, based on their skills (see the project task leader of WP2),

raised? Specify and clarify.
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with regard to the definition of the risk assessment methodology and the
creation of the Web-GIS Platform, a joint contribution was made by all the
partners and in particular for the definition of the risk assessment
methodology, strong was the inter-partnership collaboration between
UNITUS, STIRLING and CUT, while for the Web-GIS Platform between
ALMA, UNITUS and STIRLING
5) Sustainable impact of CLIMA project
Unfortunately, the difficulties encountered in the course of the project and
highlighted in the Final Report and the need to complete all the activities
envisaged by the project and in particular the demonstration activities of
the WP3, did not allow an adequate follow-up to some actions foreseen
and planned in the CLIMA User Workshop (carried out at the beginning of
the project), as for example, the development of contacts with the relevant
European Archaeological Council's working groups. The partners
responsible for the case studies (UNITUS, STIRLING and CUT) focused
more on developing contacts with their national agencies in order to
ensure a lasting impact of the CLIMA project in their countries.
Nonetheless, however, the Academic benefit due to the already published
materials and the dissemination so far promoted, as well as the final
publication expected at the end of the project (see above), can be
considered important supports for a sustainable impact of the project.
Finally, in order to ensure a more lasting impact of the CLIMA project
results, a project proposal (Remote sensign for archeological
sites/RESEARCH) was presented with success in occasion of the recent
call of the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Action: Research and Innovation Staff
Exchange (RISE), in the context of H2020. The project will guarantee,
among the different activities foreseen by this type of action, the further
development of the results of the CLIMA project, the possibility of
extending the case studies (see above), and the setting up of an
international training and research network for carrying out actions useful
to favor a more sustainable impact of the CLIMA project results.
6) European added value
Regarding the path needed to achieve an effective added value at the
pan-European level and to guarantee continuous research and monitoring
of hazards affecting archaeological sites and the related assessment of
the risks, we will promote (even after the conclusion of the project) the
development of contacts with the relevant European Archaeological
Council's working groups and a wider participation at European level
conferences to present the results of the project and to raise the
awareness of the project's importance. The possibility with the RISE
project to set up an international training and research network will further
contribute to achieving this goal.
7) Contribute to the ‘developing reflective society’ and ‘connecting
people with heritage’
Also in this case the lack of space of the format did not allow to better
articulate the answer. Starting from the awareness that the world is
changing and that research questions, approaches, methods and reporting
need to reflect this change, the choise to focus the project's theme on
anthropogenic and environmental pressures related to rapid economic
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development and the latest climate changes in order to assess the impact
(risk) on the European archaeological heritage and therefore the
promotion of these issues and results of the project through the
dissemination activities already promoted by WP4 and to be further
promoted after the project's end (in particular with future publications) has
contributed and will further contribute to developing a greater awareness
of the risks that threaten the European cultural heritage and what
countermeasures can be used. The same applies to the project's contribution to
‘connect people with heritage’. In particular, the possibility of using the
platform data, also favored by the dissemination activities promoted, will
guarantee to make cultural heritage accessible ensuring the democratic
right of everyone to share in its societal values, to enhance the knowledge
of a specific form of cultural heritage, to investigate how heritage is
affected by changes and damages due to anthropogenic, environmental
and climatic related to the global change.
Regarding the issue raised about the potential use as a decision making tools
of CLIMA platform, as the reviewers themselves have pointed out, this depends
from the authorities’ willingness to use it. For the moment, for example, the

Italian authorities have expressed the will to test the CLIMA Platform also
in other sites of Lazio (Vulci, Tuscolo, etc.).

2. Which

Regarding the issues raised related to the future impact of the Platfom
and commercial exploitation, the future impact is mainly associated to
commercial services, with a commercial strategy defined in the deliverable
D4.4-1 – Project Exploitation Plan (Business Plan). Through the strategy
of market approach, defined in the market strategy plan, CLIMA offering
could be addressed to the target market. CLIMA business strategy plan
set the way to achieve the target customer segments, market penetration
strategy and the IPR policy in support of industrial added-value protection.
Business Plan mainly focuses in the commercialization of the Web-GIS
platform as a commercial service. The initial analysis of an alternative
approach based on an open access platform has been analysed,
discussed and finally declined. In fact, the open access platform would
surely shorten the time to market of the proposed service but strongly
limits the possibility of future profits that is at the basis of the commercial
service approach. In this context the BP only address the commercial
service strategy. Regarding the exploitation rights over the GIS and the
gamma ray spectrometer, for the specific project it has been agreed the
partner P4-ALMA will retain the IPR to commercialize the Web Platform.
In fact, ALMA Sistemi as sole private for-profit company is the only “actor”
interested in the commercialization of the final product. It has been agreed
that the IPR for the whole system is exclusively allocated to ALMA
SISTEMI; however, the other non-profit organization participating to
CLIMA will retain the IPR and the right to sell the individual services with a
“prioritization” with ALMA Sistemi. The IPR of the mobile gamma
spectrometer is allocated to University of Stirling only as both inventor and
developer.
1) Verifiability of results
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recommendations will
embraced and how? Also
respond to specific
questions.

3. What has been
achieved by your project,
that should be further
highlighted? Be short and
precise.

Updating of website in order to evaluate the main outputs (risk assessment
methodology, hazard, vulnerability and risk maps, Vegetation GIS,
Business Plan) of the project.
2) Scientific publications, project impact and European added value
- Publication of the Final Conference proceedings by 2018. This
publication will be able to show the degree and extent of involvement of
the academic community working in the project and to raise the awareness
of the project's importance and their possible impact.
- Implemenation of the RISE project in order to set up an international
training and research network promoting and developing the CLIMA
project results
- Promoting (even after the conclusion of the project) the development of
contacts with the relevant European Archaeological Council's working
groups and a wider participation at European level conferences in order to
present the results of the project and to raise the awareness of the
project's importance.
3) Limited number of case studies
Possibility of extending the case studies by means the RISE project.
1) Verifiability of results
Regarding the main results of the project and their verifiability, see the
updated project’s website (Project page – Final outputs) in order to
evaluate the main outputs (risk assessment methodology, hazard,
vulnerability and risk maps, Vegetation GIS, Business Plan) of the project.
2) Scientific publications
Integration of III and Final Report (see above):

1) G. Scardozzi, An introduction to satellite remote sensing in archaeology:
state of art, methods and applications, in F. Boschi (a cura di), Looking to
the future, caring for the past. Preventive archaeology in theory and
practice. Proceedings of the 2013-2014 Erasmus IP Summer Schools in
Preventive Archeology: evaluating sites and landscapes. Methods and
techniques for evaluating the archaeological value, Bologna 2016, pp.
217-239; 2) G. Scardozzi, P.M. Barone, Optical high-resolution satellite
imagery for the study of the ancient quarries of Hierapolis, in G. Scardozzi,
T. Ismaelli (a cura di), Ancient quarries and building sites in Asia Minor.
Research on Hierapolis in Phrygia and other cities in south western
Anatolia: archaeology, archaeometry, conservation, Bibliotheca
Archaeologica, Edipuglia, Bari 2016, pp. 657-668.
4. Are future activities or

As already highlighted in the final report, the following Consortium follow-up

follow-up plans foreseen?

activities are foreseen.

Be short and precise.

1) Improve the online accessibility of the Platform.
2) Population of archaeological and vegetation database.
3) Expanding the use of remote sensing from drones in particular through the use
of mini-LiDAR sensors for high-resolution archaeological mapping, for example of
the urban walls of Falerii Novi currently hidden by vegetation.
Further engagement with stakeholders/end users.
- Possible projects, in partnership with the Superintendence of Archeology of the
metropolitan area of Rome, the province of Viterbo and the Southern Etruria, for
the use of the CLIMA Platform in other sites of Lazio (Vulci, Tuscolo, etc.).
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Opportunity of interaction with other JPI-CH project
- Possible interaction with the project PROTHEGO, for the complementarity of
approaches in analyzing the main risks affecting the cultural heritage.
Research and training collaboration amongst partners
- Between UNITUS and STIRLING for the possibility to use the mobile gamma
spectrometry tool in archaeological sites of central Italy placed in non-volcanic
areas (eg Vulci).
- Between UNITUS and CUT, inside of the new RISE project, for further

developing CLIMA project results, extending the case studies, setting up
an international training and research network and raise the awareness of
the project's importance.
NB: CLIMA projectleader has separately shared the business plan, which is a confidential report
hence not included here.
Response by reviewer
Additional comments by reviewer 2 on the basis of the project’s response – 18.07.2018
- Achievements: The reviewer accepts their conclusion.
- Impact: The business plan informs that free access to the Web Gis was discarded to shorten
the time to the business operation. These aspects are clarified in the business plan. Some
follow up activities expected for the near future may help to raise the impact. From their
expectations (as seen from the relatively low expected cash flow) the number of potential
clients will not be very substantial, but when the methodology is appropriate, all possible
contributions will be positive inputs.
- European added value: Some clarification was added. In terms of the business plan, the
option was for keeping IPR allocated to the original developers. Some training and
collaborative research is forecasted.
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CMOP
project leader: Klaas Jan van den Berg

Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
All specific goals of the project have been achieved. The research was conducted in a very systematic
way: from inventories (including the survey on degradation phenomena occurring in 20th century
paints and paintings, existing archival and prepared paint samples, historic paint formulations, and
artworks with problematic surface cleaning issues), then work on model samples, followed by cleaning
trials, case study treatments and eventually the knowledge transfer. The most interesting scientific
result is the pointing out an influence of specific pigments on curing process of the medium and thus
on the vulnerability for unwanted dissolving during a cleaning process. New analytical procedures and
methodologies have been developed for examination of the water sensitivity of modern oil paintings.
The model for the interpretation of this process has been elaborated. In general the results of the
project give inside the resistance of modern paintings to cleaning treatments.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
The impact of this project to non-academic stakeholders will be significant by giving to art restorers a
new guidance and enhanced tools and methodologies of soiling removal treatments from modern oil
painting. This is of a high practical value and importance for cultural heritage preservation. The
project did benefit significantly from the exchange of knowledge with art restorers. To achieve this
the specific dissemination and exploitation measures have been developed: the 4 min documentary
film and a web site (significantly enhanced over the last year of the project). Also results of the
project were presented during the international Conference on Modern Oil Paint, held in Amsterdam
in May 2018, organised by he project where 35% of presentations were devoted to results of the
CMOP project. In this event participated delegates from 31 countries, being conservation
practitioners from private studios, galleries and museums as well as researchers.
The scientific outcome of the project is very significant: 13 peer reviewed articles, 8 other articles,
many conference presentations (51), and other communications at museums etc. (9). The partners
continue collaboration and more articles are on way. Also, 19 students’ projects (Ph.D., MSc, Ma,
BSc thesis) were defended in course the project.
Please rate the impact of the project:
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0

cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
The project was a very good example of the transnational collaboration. The efforts were appropriately
divided between partners – 15 international, internal meeting were held. The communication within the
project and its external visibility was appropriate. The JPICH logo is exposed at project web site and in
all appropriate acknowledgements. The final project conference was listed under the 2018 European
Year of Cultural Heritage, whose logo also appeared in the programme and all related communication
material. Following SRA priorities were addressed:
Developing reflective society
Connecting people with heritage
Creating knowledge
Safeguarding cultural heritage resource

Review 2

1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field?What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
The Project started with two fundamental objectives on which it was intended to investigate:
· To Investigate the causes of solvent sensitivity
· To use this knowledge as the basis for developing methods that safely and effectively remove soiling.
From an objective point of view it seems, without any doubt, that these two points that were proposed
from the beginning and that have marked the development of the entire Project have been reached
with solvency.
The team has been able to offer important studies in this regard, which represent significant advances
in relation to the initial objectives. Later this knowledge has been applied in different cases of study for
the development of methods that effectively allow to carry out, with solvency, the elimination of soiling
in modern oil paintings in a safe and effective way

The most important achievements presented are:
· An inventory of degradation phenomena of modern oil paints which will significantly contribute to an
online tool to help inform degradation phenomena noted on painting surfaces. The database includes
visual examples of various phenomena as well as explanations for their likely causes.
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· An inventory of archival paints and paint samples, as well as previously prepared test samples. A
database has been created for all samples existing prior to and created as part of CMOP,
incorporating Tate’s Winsor and Newton (W&N) Artists’ Oil Colour swatch archive, which now also
includes analytical data and formulation information, as well as RCE’s growing range of historic oil
paint tubes of Royal Talens, dating from the early 1900s.
· New information on paint formulations and paint making processes has been compiled, and in some
cases usefully linked to archival paint samples and swatches.
· Researching at understanding the chemistry of drying oils in modern oil paints and paintings, and
how this affected water sensitivity and other conservation issues typically encountered.
· CMOP has exploreda variety of naturally and accelerated aged oil paints and several works of art for
their inherent water- and solvent-sensitivity.
· Cleaning tests and evaluations were carried out across various projects on a range of partly/fully
water sensitive test paintings
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
This Project focuses mainly in a field where very few studies and researches have been developed
and the enormous amount of modern paintings susceptible to deterioration make a Project of the
CMOP category necessary.
The team has perfectly solved the communication system of the Project through networking activities,
scientific publications and live and online presentations.
Research outcomes arising from the CMOP consortium have been shared in university courses,
workshops and meetings involving stakeholders from the paint manufacture, heritage science, and
most notably, conservation industries/professions.
Certainly, some of the publications offered are not open access, but there is no doubt that the intention
of the publications is to reach the end users directly thanks to the large number of published works
and the specificity of them.
The end-user range is very broad and covers from direct agents, public sector, scientific community
and general public, to students and restoration professors and professionals in general. The figures
that are offered in the final report are very impressive with a staging of over 50000 people who have,
at some time,logged in to information and documentation offered by CMOP.
The Project has offered a very important impact outside the academy, placing the focus not only on
students and university professors, where work has also been important, but also taking into account
professionals, artists, restorers, paint manufacturers and other practitioners coming form 31 countries.
The exchange of knowledge with non-university or academic entities has been essential in this project.
It is demonstrated that in a field where the economy represents such an important role due to its
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importance in the art market, the participation of paint manufacturers, artists, museums and
galleries,…. and the public in general has been fundamental for obtaining good results.
But the process of dissemination has not ended, circumstance that has evaluated this Project very
positively, there are still many actions planned in the coming months:
Efforts immediately related to the ending of CMOP will primarily involve further disseminating the
results in meetings, workshops and publications. For example, on 3 July 2018, a meeting is planned at
Tate to disseminate the results of the project to conservators within museum and students at the
Courtauld Institute of Art. Results will furthermore be presented at the Gordon Research Conference
(Barcelona, Spain, 23-27 July 2018), the 3rd IPERION doctoral school (Ravenna, 16-20th July 2018),
a
workshop on Modern Paints (Pisa, 3-7 September 2018) and the SBMK summit (Amsterdam, 15-16
November 2018). The group of historic paint samples and paint reconstructions made prior to and
during the CMOP project will be made available for future research. Results from WP4 on surface
cleaning are being incorporated into professional development and student workshops for
conservation professionals and the new methodologies are being embedded into practice within the
CMOP partner and associate partner institutions. Doctoral student Lise Steyn will finish her PhD thesis
by 1 Dec. 2018. Several papers are at various stages of completion and publication, most notably the
~ 20 papers destined for the conference proceedings arising from the Conference on Modern Oil
Paints, held at the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, 23-25 May 2018 to be published by Springer Publishing
in 2019. Furthermore, the CMOP team have been invited to write a new chapter on modern oil paint
cleaning issues for the Conservation of Easel Paintings (Routledge Series in Conservation and
Museology) to be submitted in 2018.
In addition, the members of the CMOP consortium wish to continue collaborating over the longer term,
performing in-depth investigations into the causes and mechanisms behind the formation of paint
failure and degradation, as well as the evaluation and optimisation of conservation treatments,
including the development and application of innovative conservation methodologies for the
safeguarding of sensitive modern and contemporary oil paintings.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
As the final report holds the JPI-CH contribution was widely acknowledged throughout the project and
particularly in all the engagement, dissemination and knowledge transfer activities and outputs. The
JPI-CH logo or acknowledgment line is present in the website, film, meeting agendas, final conference
programme and in all communication and scientific output. The final project conference was listed
under the 2018 European Year of Cultural Heritage, whose logo also appeared in the programme and
all related communication material.
The project website and documentary film targeted cultural heritage practitioners as well as a general
audience. They aimed at drawing attention to the challenges that the preservation of cultural heritage
in Europe is facing and how scientists, conservators and organisations from the field are currently
collaborating together to develop new solutions and generating new knowledge for everyone to
access.
The website and film have been made freely accessible online and have been widely disseminated
through social media of the PPs. For instance, the documentary film reached an estimated audience of
c. 30,000 viewers across Tate's Instagram, Twitter and Facebook channels. The film presented the
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project challenges, aims and results using a clear and accessible language, and showing the 'behind
the scenes' of how research on cultural heritage is conducted and what its benefit are for the wider
community.
The deliverables in the different WPs were designed with the aim to create and link new and existing
knowledge, to understand changes with formulation, time, conservation treatment and environment;
and to develop new models and methods for the preservation of modern oil paints, via the
development of; an inventory of oil paint degradation phenomena, an inventory of existing paint
samples, analytical procedures for the chemical characterisation of modern oil paints samples and for
the low risk treatment of affected works of art.
All project deliverables were designed within the primary context of safeguarding tangible heritage for
current and future generations.
In my opinion the final report faithfully reflects the development of the Project and both the results
obtained in the research carried out are perfectly aligned with the original objectives, the Project offers
an important added value as it adds new data, intervention methods, relationships and exchanges of
experience in a field quite unprecedented in this type of experience and therefore will contribute to a
better understanding and projection of the field of Modern painting and in general of any type of
modern art in Europe and of course an important advance in the JPI- CH thanks to the success of a
Project like CMOP.

Response by project
Questions
1. Do you recognize
and agree with the
issues raised? Specify
and clarify.
2. Which
recommendations will
embraced and how?
Also respond to specific
questions.
3. What has been
achieved by your
project, that should be
further highlighted?. Be
short and precise.
4. Are future activities or
follow-up plans
foreseen? Be short and
precise.

Response by project-leader
I thank the reviewers for the very positive assessment of the CMOP
project. As a project team we are very pleased with the
acknowledgements of the efforts done within the project to meet its
objectives.
The issue of open access was raised by one of the reviewers – this has
been discussed in the project meetings. Several publications were made
open access – however due to budget shortage – and the fact that for this
call it was not obligatory – several publications were not.
The reviewers have covered everything

As a consortium, we are already planning further research, partly in
unfunded bilateral projects, partly by exchanging graduate chemistry and
conservation students. Some students are Erasmus exchange students.
Furthermore, we are ‘trying our luck’ in other funding opportunities, either
within JPI or other EU initiatives.
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ENDOW
project leader: Maurizio Borghi
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
The achievements of the research projects are highly significant, including all goals as they were
presented in the submission. The most important point is the launch of the EnDOW online platform.
That was a issue during the last evaluation, because one could be worried that the platform would not
have been ready or that it would be technical difficulties. In fact, the platform works quite well, I
personally tried to use it. Working papers were delivered too, the final conference was organized in
Alicante, a business plan for continuation was built and a peer-reviewed journal article was submitted.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
The project was focused on a main achievement, the platform. In this perspective, the outcomes are
totally linked with the use of this platform. We can already imagine that its use will be very efficient in
th
the field of orphan works. The access to a large part of the 20 century cultural heritage will be
promoted through the platform, after a carefully investigation respectful of the different European
countries laws. The specificity of this project is that the most important outcome is directly related to
non-academic audiences and engages with real social, cultural and economical topics. Another
important aspect of EnDOW project is that it allows further developments, including the business plan
and a 2.0 evolution of the platform. In this case, the research project was the start of something very
creative, that can be re-used by people.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
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I have already underline the social and economic impact of the project. But it is also a really European
project, in a very striking way. The project was really collaborative and had a transnational dimension
in its organization and collaboration. But it was overall a European project because the idea was to
use the study on the legal requirements for right clearance in 20 European countries. The result is
useful to a lot of European people from now. But we could imagine that the project could be the
starting point of a real comparative study, and even of a comparative work in the field of the copyright
at the European level.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
rd

The project met its 3 reporting period deliverables according to the report provided. Overall, the
project has met its stated deliverables, and has contributed an impressive amount of outputs to help
researchers do due diligence in orphan work copyright clearance. However, while according to the
self-reporting, all the deliverables have been met, the one item that I can’t see progress on is how the
current platform creates a bank of crowd-sourced copyright searches. This was a major part of the
original proposal and I cannot see how it is facilitated in the final online platform.
The online search form is adequate, although the interface is not as polished as I would have
expected. I also don’t see a space for me to look up previous searches, only to create a new one.
Apart from this, however, the content and progression through a copyright search is clear and should
be extremely helpful to potential users. The other outputs – reports, flowcharts, etc, should also be of
much interest to cultural heritage professionals. Perhaps this feature is included in the website not
rd
available to the public as outlined in the 3 period report, but this is not clearly stated.

Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
There are an impressive number of dissemination activities, by and large, face to face, in a wide
variety of venues. Many of these events involved testing of the platform. What I miss from their
reporting and from their site is a greater use of social media for dissemination. This has the potential
to reach a much wider audience than attends the face-to-face events. I would suggest that their
future activities include more dissemination through these channels. Used well, they could reach
wider audiences, especially outside academe and in the cultural heritage sector. Although they have
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created specific outputs, such as the publication of the best practice guidelines, but it is not clear if
these types of outputs reach their audiences. Their third report states in paragraph form that there
are blog posts and dissemination via social media, but it is not specified in the report and the website
does not reflect these channels of communication.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
This may be the greatest impact of the project, both at a European and national basis. As the project
report suggests, the wide variety of sources that need to be consulted varies significantly from country
to country, with, in many countries, as much as 70% not publicly available. Having, from one website,
information that allows users to understand the steps in a copyright search from the 20 countries
covered by the project, is a major achievement, especially as the copyright search is not carried out in
the country that a user lives, but where the work was first published.
I do believe this project fulfils the strategic research agenda in terms of creating new knowledge.
Copyright laws are a minefield and this project does contribute to helping to navigate the present
legislation. I would have liked to see more interaction between cultural institutions and the project
(some of this is slated to be carried out after the project ends in terms of sending out flyers, etc), but
here again, I think greater exchange could have been achieved if there were greater use of social
media and a more dynamic web presence.

Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

a) the new regulations on Data Protection (GDPR) entered in force at the
end of the project, hence we decided not to make DS Reports accessible
to the public, as these may contain personal data (for instance contact
details of authors/composers, etc.). Currently there are around 150 DS
Reports not accessible to the public. We have decided that DS Reports
will be accessible only to the cultural heritage institutions overseeing the
diligent search.
b) Interaction with CHI: Several CHI have tested the platform; we have a
follow-on project with some of them (see below);
c) we have not included a Tweets Analytics in the Report, but we covered
extensively the project on Twitter, and we still do (see below). Also, two
different end-of-the project blogposts (on the websites of CREATe and
CIPPM) were published after we submitted this report, so they are not
mentioned. In total we issued a dozen blogposts. Leaflets and posters
were distributed at the final conference. We are still sending out posters to

agree with the issues
raised? Specify and clarify.
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2. Which
recommendations will be
embraced and how? Also
respond to specific
questions.

key stakeholders.
Direct Tweets on the final EnDOW conference, received around 7000
Impressions (views). The Launch of the EnDOW Platform received even
greater attention, especially for the presence of internationally renowned
academics from oversees (US and Australia). Participants to the final
conference included Think Tank CEO, MEP reps and research centres
having a large number of followers (Paul Keller 2.2k; CREATe 2.2k,
LawTech&Gadget 2k) who tweeted and re-tweeted on #EnDOW.
Moreover, we are still working on the dissemination: BFI (@BFI 819k
followers in the film cultural heritage) agreed to tweet about the completion
and the achievements of the project. Key influencers in the IP community,
like Eleonora Rosati (@eLAWnora 5k followers) and Lilian Edwards
(@lilianedwards 3.7K followers), as well as blogs like the IPKAT (@IPKat
17.3k followers) did the same. Moreover, a Blog Post on the conclusion of
the project and the next steps has been accepted for publication on IPKat.

3. What has been

If relevant only

achieved by your project,

The findings of the project have demonstrated that the Orphan Works
directive, as it is drafted, is unworkable. This has been surprising even for
EU officials that participated to our dissemination events. Their feedback
suggests that they did not anticipated such difficulties, and they found the
evidence provided by the project very useful.
MEPs, lobbying groups and EU civil servants have discussed this point
during our dissemination events (see a summary of the event on the
CREATe blog: https://www.create.ac.uk/blog/2018/05/22/report-endowfinal-conference/) .
In essence, we provided empirical evidence to stimulate a political debate
on a specific point of law and suggested a minimally invasive solution to
this problem (which is: introducing a hierarchy of sources; only the most
relevant should be compulsory).

that should be further
highlighted? Be short and
precise.

4. Are future activities or

If relevant only

follow-up plans foreseen?

We are applying for AHRC follow-on funding to aim at increasing Impact,

Be short and precise.

Engagement, and Knowledge Transfer around the EnDOW project. The follow-on
project will clear the rights for one or more film collections of a National and
Regional Archive (http://www.bfi.org.uk/britain-on-film/regional-national-archives),
with the help of the British Film Institute (BFI).
Diligent search procedures are different for different copyright works (films, music,
books, etc.). Therefore, as demonstrated by EnDOW findings, a specifically
identified and trained community will be substantially more efficient in clearing the
rights of these artefacts. We envisaged a follow-on project that aims at recruiting
and providing tailored training to a specific group of users (local heritage film clubs,
for example), to build up a loyal community of volunteers. This project will deliver a
dataset of Diligent Search reports that will be directly used by the Archive to
publish and share the film collection. Moreover, the trained community created will
help to digitise similar film collections.

Reviewer 2 has adjusted the rating of impact from good to excellent.
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EUROMAGIC
project leader: Frank Kessler
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
The achievements of the project are impressive. They completely fit with the original project submitted
three years ago. An international conference, A Million Pictures: History, Archiving, and Creative Reuse of Educational Magic Lantern Slides, was organised in 2017. A hundred people from fifteen
countries took part to this major scientific event. The same year tooks place a temporary exhibition at
the Museu del Cinema in Girona (Spain), with a large media coverage. The project also gaves birth to
scientific papers, to a DVD, to a Website, to a special issue of Fonseca. Journal of Communication, to
manuals and guidelines regarding the and to a new collaboration with an australian project in the
same field of research. Last but not least, the project team and its digitisation program were involved
into the Media History Digital Library. I really think that this project is gone as far as we could expect,
and that all goals were achieved. It was a real break-through in this field of knowledge.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
I think that the impact is serious, from an academic point of view and more broadly, from nonacademic stakeholders and user communities. I could underscore specifically the realisation of
manuals and guidelines, in the perspective of a large dissemination of knowledge and a real
empowerment of people concerned by this kind of cultural heritage. The digital ressources strategy is
also very efficient, and allows a creative re-use. The team did a great work on the specific topic, but
also built a model that could be reused by scientific communities, heritage institutions and common
people. This is an impressive work, but don’t forget to publish the book, we’re wainting for it !
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
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techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
From the beginning, the project was designed in a transnational framework and all partners were
completely integrated in a unique team, working together. The final achievements of Euromagic
strongly confirm that this option was successful. It clearly succeeded to develop the visibility of the JPI
and the Strategic Research Agenda, in both an academic and a public way.
Review 2

1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
The project has achieved all of the stated goals. It has made significant advances in drawing together
a coherent European research programme and programme of public outreach and dissemination on
the history and significance of the magic lantern as a common aspect of European scientific heritage
and have contextualised the magic lantern within the history of European knowledge practices. The
project has additionally developed protocols for the scanning and metadata related to magic lantern
slides and have scanned and made available resource materials which have been lodged with an
active database which will allow other researchers to benefit not only from the project’s synthetic
publications, but also from the primary materials they have been working with. The end of project book
is likely to be the most significant and lasting academic outcome of the project.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
The project has delivered excellent impacts through well thought through pathways to impacts on its
non academic audiences. A project DVD documents the various re-use activities. There was also a
significant exhibition held in Girona. The Linternauta App (http://linternauta.docenciavirtual.es/),
which provides a new way of giving access to magic lantern slides with the aid of an educational tool
to be used by museums, also provides significant and ongoing benefits to non-academic audiences
which will continue on after the project is completed. The team also report that than 30.000 illustrated
slides have been entered into the Lucerna web resource. These are significant impacts and the team
should be congratulated on the thoughtful ways in which they have engaged non-academic
audiences as part of their research.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
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3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
One of the significant strengths of the project is its comparative European perspective. It is clear that
the research has benefitted significantly from the transnational collaboration facilitated by the project
funding and it was significantly more than the sum of its parts. The project team should be particularly
praised for the significant efforts they have clearly made to work in an integrated fashion. The project
was designed to have significant communication and knowledge exchange across the team and
between researchers and the professional sector and the high profile exchanges will have contributed
to the visibility of the JPICH and the priorities in its strategic research agenda.

Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

We are of course very pleased with this extremely positive feedback, and we are

agree with the issues

happy that both reviewers rank our project as excellent on all points. We do indeed

raised? Specify and clarify.

think that we have managed to accomplish everything we set out to do when the
project was conceived and submitted. Reactions we received from our
stakeholders in heritage institutions as well as researchers from different
disciplines were equally very positive, and so we do think that this project was
successful in achieving its goals.

2. Which

There are no specific recommendations made by the reviewers, so we simply

recommendations will

would like to confirm that working on the final book has already started and that we

embraced and how? Also

still hope to see it published in the Fall of 2018.

respond to specific
questions.
3. What has been

If relevant only

achieved by your project,

[Maximum 500 words]

that should be further
highlighted?. Be short and
precise.
4. Are future activities or

We of course do hope that the materials that we have made available (the

follow-up plans foreseen?

Linternauta app, the guidelines and manuals) will be used by all those who are

Be short and precise.

interested in the Magic Lantern. The Media History Digital Library section with
digitized material on the lantern continues to be consulted.
The Belgian and Dutch partner will continue to collaborate in a research project
funded by the prestigious Belgian “Excellence of Science” programme, and they
will of course benefit immensely from the JPI-CH network that was created over
the past years. Another project on the Magic Lantern has been approved by the
Dutch National Science Organisation (NWO) and will be done by the Dutch
partner. Both of these projects will of course cooperate.
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EUWATHER
project leader: Francesco Vallerani
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
The PL concludes in the final report that the project has fully achieved its objectives. The evaluation of
the final reports concludes that objectives are achieved. The project had critical methodical
challenges, but this solved and the project delivered on time with achieved objectives.
The project focus on minor waterways heritage and digital solutions in Italy, Spain, UK and Holland,
both to increase the understanding of heritage of waterways and to develop the use and heritage trails
by open source digital platform. It has been collected information, established a database of
knowledge, developed digital tools and created a web pilot platform with this knowledge on maps and
tools for using this information. This has made comprehensive knowledge and information about
waterways open, flexible and accessible for all. The data was collected through involvement from local
associations, NGOs and local stakeholders/citizen in each case in order to collect data and to
strengthen the connection between people and waterway heritage.
The project has been strong on networking with communication with a high numbers of different
stakeholders as museums, local governments, local organisations, citizen as well as scientific
networking in conferences etc. The project lists 7 important scientific publications (books and
articles, all published), and 20 other publications as journals, reports, book chapters, popular
lectures, manuals etc. The scientific output is good. The project has also an impressive
dissemination for the non-academic audience. The project has a webpage, high activity on social
media with popular contributions, blogging, video at YouTube, contributed to exhibitions and
contributed to educational training, summer schools etc.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
The project has potential high societal impact due to strong interaction with stakeholders, actors and
citizen when establishing the Waterway Map. Accessible knowledge on digital maps, participatory
working methods and high activity on social media as well other more traditional areas will probably
contribute to high degree of knowledge transfer as well as improved identity and then protection and
sustainable use of local cultural heritage.
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The most significant impact outside academia is the Waterway Heritage Map, because it is open and
accessible and because for its potential contribution to recreation, identity and tourism. The
combination between technology and societal development is unique and strong connection with
stakeholders and strengthen the project.
The strong interaction between society and the project has been crucial for establishing the Waterway
Map, it that sense the research has benefitted and even been dependent on contributions from nonacademic audience. The local communities have also benefitted from the project because of the
Waterway Map with local information and probably increased identity related to minor waterways.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
The project has a clear European added value. Many minor waterways exists in Europe and they are
no longer in original use. This project contributes to highlight and increase the understanding of these
waterways as cultural heritage, local recreational and green areas important for people, tourism and
place development. The digital platform with information and tools for using this information is
accessible for everybody in four languages. The multidisciplinary approach by integrating digitalisation
with local knowledge and development are unique. The project has contributed to the visibility of
JPICH and the priorities in the research agenda.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
All specific goals of the Project have been achieved. The major attainment of the project is a set of 11
new descriptions of itineraries for Italy, Spain, UK, and the Netherlands related to minor waterways. To
do so, the detailed source research was performed by research teams from four countries. The
information collected was converted into a database records and stored at ArcGIS Online platform: a
free for non-commercial use tool designed for linking various kinds of information (database entries)
with a given localisation on the map. This database is one of the key deliverables of the Project. In the
report it is called SDI = Spatial Data Information. I’ve tested this implementation and it works well
(apart from some problem with attached illustrations).
The results are disseminated via another public tool: Izi.Travel where the itineraries may be explored
in real time by public.
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After inspection of this entry, I’m convinced that the descriptions of the paths are much deeper than
usual entries at Izi.Travel are and enriched with related “side” stories e.g. even cooking recipes. All
this made the result of the project a real scientific contribution to CH preservation in this
sector. The deficiency is – especially for the Dutch contribution – lack of the translation to English.
The outcome of the project which is worth to notice is especially prepared manual intended for those
who would like to create similar paths in the future, encouraged by the results of EuWatHer project.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]

The outcomes of this Project can be divided into two categories:
1. Specifically oriented towards general public: the specific results (11 descriptions of
itineraries),
2. Directed to persons and institutions responsible for preservation of waterways as CH sites:
the Project provides tested methodology of research on waterways and of the dissemination
of results.
Moreover, by use of public domain interactive tools it may contribute to creation of the community of
active participants, willing to act together to reconnect communities with the cultural heritage of their
canals and rivers. As it can be seen from the prepared exemplary routes, the interaction and
knowledge exchange with non-academic audience was and will be in future essential for the success
of this initiative.
The scientific outcome of the project is significant and comprises 6 peer review papers in journals and
about 20 other publications of different kind, based on the outcomes of the Project.
The website of the Project: http://waterwaysexplorer.org/ is well designed and informative. According
to the report it will be maintained in the future.
The partners put a lot effort to dissemination of the project itself and the ideas behind.

Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
Since the project output is a common for all partners internet platform, it was necessary to integrate
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efforts as for common standards of collection, processing and presentation of the information
collected. It is no doubts that the communication within the project was sufficient - 4 international
internal meetings were held over two years. The JPICH logo is exposed at Project web site. Following
SRA priorities were addressed:
Developing reflective society
Connecting people with heritage
Creating knowledge
Safeguarding cultural heritage resource
The detailed description is included in the report and does not raise any doubts.
Response by project
Questions
1. Do you recognize
and agree with the
issues raised? Specify
and clarify.

Response by project-leader
As to the two reviewers’ considerations, I am pleased to note a common
and convinced appreciation of the outcomes of our biennial activity. Only
one issue has been raised by the second reviewer when considering the
achievements of the project. It has been actually pointed out the lack of
the translation from Dutch to English in the description of local itineraries
concerning the Dutch case study in Izi.Travel platform. As to this missing
translations for the digital itineraries in the Netherlands, the Dutch team
will be informed about this deficiency. However, while the project has
certainly a relevant dimension at European level, Izi Travel itineraries are
mostly downloaded and disseminated at a regional and national level.

2. Which
recommendations will
be embraced and how?
Also respond to specific
questions.
3. What has been
achieved by your
project, that should be
further highlighted?. Be
short and precise.

Thanks to the abovementioned general appreciation of the results and
impacts of the project, no specific recommendation or question have been
raised by the two reviewers.

4. Are future activities or
follow-up plans
foreseen? Be short and
precise.

Yes. My research group, thanks to the satisfactory results of the project, is
taking advantage of the good relationships we have been dealing with. It
means that starting from the main issues of the EuWatHer Project and
furthermore thanks to the effectual methodology of collecting data on
tangible and intangible water-based heritage, we have been afterwards
involved in a cultural initiative fostered and initially financed by the
UNESCO Venice Office. This new activity is aiming to the creation and

After the end of the project, my research group (the Italian one) is
maintaining contacts with some researchers from the UK and the Spain
teams, in order to develop further collaborations related to the main
achievements of the project.
I besides would like to stress the increase of requests from North East Italy
local stakeholders concerning our expertise on minor rivers cultural
heritage governance. As an intriguing effect of the dissemination activity
carried out during the project, it is actually worth to note the growing
collaboration with local stakeholders (both policy makers and cultural
organisations). New methodologies developed by the project are
particularly appreciated to expand good practices to strengthen “rural
tourism” along the Venice inland minor waterways’ network.
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reinforcement of a Water Museums Global Network (WAMUNET)
(http://www.watermuseums.net/ ). I am actually so grateful to the JPICH
project that inspired us to set up and develop such a follow-up plan. At the
moment education aims and scientific objectives are actually related to this
international network that is amazingly expanding to the extent that it was
just accredited within UNESCO International Hydrological Programme last
th
16 June in Paris (Resolution XXIII-6).
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GASTROCERT
project leader: Annelie Sjölander-Lindqvist
Review 1

1. Achievements of the project


Were the stated goals achieved?

The GASTROCERT project has faced serious problems with the progress because of partly lack of
funding, and have because of this not fully reached their objectives of creating and share an in-depth
understanding of a) how the promotion of regional gastronomy can enhance the sustainability of
local/regional food systems, and b) how to support the development of stronger regions and regional
identities in rural areas through “gastronomic tourism”. When funding failed to attend, the project
decided to speed up and “answer to the majority of the objectives” rather than follow the proposal by
the JPI-CH review of the Second Report to reduce the original plan and concentrate on one important
objective. GASTROCERTS rather vague alternative strategy seems unfortunately not to have led to
the wanted progress towards a successful termination of all the stated objectives: The project has not
been able to organise work across trans-national teams in a way that made it possible to successfully
carry out the project as planned: Not all the case studies are published, likewise are not the
transnational comparison studies fully published. Regional dissemination of findings has also been
delayed, but a booklet summarizing the results from a series of workshops has been published.
A most personal comment: The final report has been difficult to assess because I find it full of positive
statements and explanations which mixes up what has been done, what is happening (but not
fulfilled) and what is expected and/or planned to happen after the termination of the project. I I have
therefor not been able, although much time and effort is spent, to sort out facts and fiction, wishes,
future plans and results. This might have (but hopefully not) influenced the assessment in both
directions.


What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field?

I have unfortunately not been able to identify a progress “beyond state-of-the-art so far”, which truly do
not imply that this in the end, is not potentially present in GASTROCERT. This is mainly due to the the
practical obstacles (funding and change of participant’s role and job localities) which have created a
very difficult economic and organisational obstacles to overcome without a more comprehensive
restructuring of the projects objectives and strategies than has been done.


What are the project’s most outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and
overall?

The most important outcome from the third report is the summarizing booklet shared with the policy
makers, SMEs and NGOs. The importance of this is the dissemination of knowledge produced by
GASTROCERT, which has a potential to enhance the understanding amongst the actors in the field
about traditional food as a valuable local heritage, and thus to stimulate business and local
entrepreneurship in local gastronomic heritage.
In an overall perspective the results of the case-studies carried out so far has provide most valuable
insights into gastronomy tourism which can safeguard local gastronomic heritage enhance a
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sustainable development, local identity and awareness of local heritage. This will strengthen the links
between local communities and their territories, and thus raise the life quality of local people.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project


What would be the project’s most significant impact outside academia?

GASTROCERTs most significant impact outside academia is
a) the insight the project has created in local food traditions as a valuable heritage asset and to
reveal some of the complex mechanisms that have led to their survival. Without this knowledge, it
will be difficult to demonstrate and explain the potential of local/regional development based on local
gastronomic heritage, and to convince potential entrepreneurs to utilise the economical and tourist
attractions embedded in local food traditions,
2) GASTROCERT has contributed to shed important new light over how gastronomic tourism can be
an asset for local communities in terms of economy and inter-regional cooperation, and thus support
and enhance sustainable cultural heritage management on an inter-regional basis.


Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project?

GASTROCERT has carried out a large number of networking within a manifold of relevant local
event and activities with many various stakeholders and many participants involved. But how this
huge bulk of insight and knowledge which has come to the surface through these activities has been
systematically collected, systematised and analysed is not satisfactorily clarified. Knowledge
exchange with non-academic is without doubt be very important for the final results of
GASTROCERT, but at the moment it is not possible to be sure about how and to what extent it has
been, or will be, important to the project´s results and recommendations.


Did PL and PIs actively pursue these activities?

I can not find any documentation that can usupport a correct statement on this point.


Did research benefit from this exchange?

The outcome of the case studies (WP2) has provided the rest of the project with data for further
analysis and investigations. In these case-studies, the non-academics has played an important role
as the empirical basis for the project´s production of knowledge and insight into local food tradition,
how these traditions have been maintained, how they are entangeled in local social life and
production of local food commodities etc. This is absolutely fundamental knowledge to understand
in-depth the multitude of possibilities (and obstacles) in creating local gastronomy tourism.
GASTOCERT will benefit in its final stage from thes exchange of knowledge with the non-academic
participant which is richly present in the project.

Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
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3. European added value


Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more than just a sum of its
parts?

Much of the fieldwork (WP2) has been done separately in each country, and the workshops (WP3-4)
with non-academict have taken place in the partner countries, although the results from the cases
seems to have been shared and discusssed between the partners during these workshops.
GASTROCERT has collaborated effectively regarding the elaboration and selection of mutual
objectives and methodological approaches as well as with the analysis and the dissemination part of
the project. But more could have be done to actively inergrate partners in each others case study. This
could have enriched both the local inquieries, discusssions and analysis. No particular measures
outside traditional joint cooperation seems to have been taken.


Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students, techniques, etc. across
the consortium as sufficient?

CASTROCERT has frequently used Skype as medium for their internal meetings, which have been
particularly frequent in 2017. 9 meetings have been between all the PLs while over 20 meeings were
between national PLs and/or PosDoc. Meetings (10) amongst the academics (were students present?)
were mostly about joint publications while one mkeeting was about “ideas” and two about “tools”
(techniques? Merthods?). The overall communication across the consortium could have been more
frequent and better spread across the project period. The low frequence of meetings in the important
initial phase of the project is surprtisingly low. The involvement of students at any level of the project
is not reported (at least not visible. Based on this, the communication across the consortium could
have been both more frequent and involved more members of the consortium in workshops at various
stages of the project.


Has the project been contributing to and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?

CASTROCERT has contributed to the visibility of JPICH by taking an active part in local and regional
gastronomic traditional practises by collecting data and to carry out analysis to create a better
comprehension of how local food traditions can be a cultural and economic asset for the local and
regional community. In this way GASTROCERT has contributed to strengthened the links between
people and local heritage in a sustainable way.
GASTROCERT has furthermost contributed to realise RAS by sharing this insight with non-academic
actors engaged in local and regional entrepreneurship. In this way GASTRCERT has contributed to
realize the strategic goals of the JPI-CH prioritized goals of “creating knowledge”, “connecting people
with heritage”, and, above all, to “safeguarding cultural heritage resources.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project
According to the GASTROCERT team, in its final report, it seems that there have been a lot of
difficulties, especiallyregardingfinancing, whichhaveimpededthecorrectdevelopment of theproject, in
particular theyhavehad a significantdelay in theimplementation of theWPs.
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From start, GASTROCERT was designed as a truly interdisciplinary Project, aimed at intersecting
varying scientific approaches, methods, skills and cultural perspectives to allow for methodological,
theoretical and transdisciplinary cross-fertilization and deliberation. This is a key priority of EU
research and innovation policy since work across departmental and academic boundaries is
understood evaluable tool to generate understanding of complex contexts.
The Spanish call was launched in June 2015,and the Spanish PI had tore-work some parts of the
Project as the call asked there searchers to give more attention to national circumstances and
outlining in greater detail the importance and significance of their case study. Changes made included
are formulated budget and work schedule. The funds were transferred in November 2016. The Italian
partner encountered similar problems; funds were formally granted in January 2017 and transferred
October 15, 2017. These obstacles affected the implementation of the project in several ways:
contracting of researchers was not possible until formal funding decisions had been announced;
institutional support depended on formal notice of funds; difficulty in aligning research activities across
the four transnational teams and keeping the proposed timelines of the Project’s work packages. The
obstacles and actions taken to secure progress were communicated in the First and Second Reports.
The JPI-CH review of the Second Report suggested that the Project should reduce some of the work
tasks and concentrate on one preferred goal possible to obtain within the time limit, e.g. to identify,
describe and disseminate effective policies for the future to build sustainable rural gastronomic
activities in the various regions on. In our response, we said we would speed up our efforts during the
coming period, and that we would be able to answer to the majority of the objectives. Since each
project goal is of relevance to different teams,it was mutally agreed that we had to respond to the
majority of the goals, with consortium partners working to complement the overall framework of the
project. Examining varying, yet complimentary angles of food, heritage and rural development enables
holistic and complex findings to be derived. Due to the delay in funding for the Italian and Spanish
partners, GASTROCERT has therefore run the different work packages in parallel. New timelines for
deliveries were suggested by GASTROCERT in response to the obstacles, which were approved by
the JPI-CH.
WP 3, 4 and 5 – are completed, or close to completion – meaning that dialogue with different actors is
ongoing and will exist beyond the Project. The WPs have been important to transfer insights regarding
measures that can support the protection of local gastronomic heritage and distinction, how food
heritage can create memorable, and saleable, touristic experiences. As in previous periods, the
Principal Investigators and the Project Leader have had ongoing discussions with national agencies,
organizations and networks to ensure dissemination of project results. We have, as reported in our
response to the review of the second period, published a policy-digest book(let) drawn from cases and
insights from each partnership, made our results visible through blog posts1, presented our results at
a number of conferences and different partners of the consortium have organized sessions on the role
of local food, regional development and heritage, contributed to the contents of several planning and
strategic documents, and published reports, articles, book chapters etc. While some works are already
published, more are yet to come.
Even so, it seems that the results show us an important advance with respect to the intermediate
evaluations. The project, as recognized by the team itself, is most of its objectives with relatively minor
deviations.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
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2. Impact of the project
The Project has through its research activities come into contact with the real-world situations of
marginal areas. In order to support the development towards smart and sustainable solutions to
overcome the challenges confronting rural areas in Europe, there needs to be an exchange of knowhow, good practices, ideas etc together with a critically and scientific informed interrogation of the
dynamics associated with current lives in different areas around Europe. Such exchange, which the
Project has encouraged through intra-sectorial and inter-sectorial actions aimed at exchange,
dissemination of results and transfer of knowledge, can support organizational change and the
development of possible innovative solutions for sustainable management of rural areas. Within and
across regions and levels, GASTROCERT has exerted and encouraged cooperation as to make
different actors becoming aware of new approaches, strategies, methods and activities. But, most
importantly, bringing insights into the different dimensions of sustainability which all concerned actors
need to be knowledgeable about in order to re-direct the negative trends of depopulation, aging
populations, etc in rural areas so that the European Structural Investment Funds (ESIF) can be used
more efficiently and synergies between different EU, national and regional policies, as well as public
and private investments can be increased.
Through the different actions developed in the project, meetings, publications and conferences,
theproject has achievedsomediscreteresultsthat are presented in the following summary:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

A comprehensive overview encapsulating the interdisciplinary dimensions of the
relationship of gastronomy and tourism.
Case studies to explore the opportunities and limitations associated with gastronomy
initiatives at regional levels.
Exploring how residents and visitors engage with food, events and the landscape
Transnational comparison of case studies
Generating understanding of culinary landscapes, and the ways different interests interact
Systematic/interdisciplinary analysis offindings
Understanding how cultural heritage can be used and re-used in sustainable ways
Understanding strategies for protecting/managing cultural heritage in different contexts
and at different levels.
Dissemination of the results to different audiences, including academia, policy makers,
decision makers, SMEs, organizations.
Facilitating successful implementation of gastronomic initiatives.

Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Through intersecting varying scientific approaches, methods, skills and cultural perspectives,
GASTROCERT has generated a broad understanding of the complex processes of rural development.
By the empirical case studies, the project has increased the visibility of the JPI agenda, and most
importantly addressed the need to employ a holistic approach towards understanding the role of
cultural heritage for the development of smart and sustainable development. Through workshops, local
and regional meetings with policymakers, SNEs and other actors, GASTROCERT has communicated
the background of the project. As the final report presents, the booklet, aimed at audiences, outline the
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results of the project, and provides suggestions for further action to support knowledge-creation
regarding the important role of cultural heritage for sustainable societal development at different levels.
Additionally, guest lectures, keynotes and participation in academic conferences, seminars and
meetings have underscored the focus of JPI-CH.
The activities promoted by GASTROCERT have been fundamental to create new opportunities of
investment that will be realized by the end of this EU programming period.
GASTROCERT has demonstrated, in collaboration with local and regional actors, that there are
potential markets for heritage food, both nationally and internationally, but the tension is how to
expand the production without losing the fundamental “local” and “traditional” attributes.Typical
products are part and parcel of the local culture, and therefore could and should be used to promote
the economic development of the communities were they are produced. Local production, both in the
food and craft sector, embed the historical and cultural heritage of the local people via the traditional
ways in which they are obtained. Their presence adds value both directly and indirectly to the local
economy. Tourists often are curious about traditional production methods used for the gastornomic
product they eat when visiting places. Also, tourists canbeattractedbythepresenceofnaturetrails
fortrekking,whichmightbeeasilycreatedintheareas offorexampletheinteriorof the Reggio Calabria
province where so many typical products are located. Also, revaluing of public food markets as a
historic equipment where sales of local products are promoted, provides vitalized space for socializing
and learning on cultural heritage. In addition, by promoting public food markets as touristic attractions,
rural development can be sustained when local economy and culture are encouraged to be of
importance for efficient utilization of tangible and intangible resources.

Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

- The literature review (in press) offers a useful summary of the evolution and
current state of research into gastronomy and tourism, and the approach of the
project and the combination of disciplines provided a broadened register of
approaches, questions and answers to the issues raised. - Because Italy and Spain
were not funded until 2016 and 2017, it was not possible to do more at the
beginning, nor collaborate more. Between Skype and on site meetings, email
contacts were regular but have not been reported. - We have also missed
reporting Nadia Fava’s research stay at University of Gothenburg and to more
fully report the involvement of students. Several students became involved in
the project: students from the Mediterranean University were involved - one
spent three months gathering data for two articles and a master thesis around
consumer perceptions on local artisan food, and several other students have
written bachelor/master theses on gastronomy, for example on beer and
gastronomy city networks. - The continuous meetings with local stakeholders
and various activities of networking have produced lasting results, more trust in
the activity of research and its role and utility within the broader context of
development. Wp’s 2, 3 and especially 5 are not over and we use the
connections and the knowledge we did develop for new calls at the international
level, and also for new opportunities to share useful knowledge for new projects
at the local level. The Quadruple Helix model employed systematically collected
was important for knowledge exchange. - Publication work follow the academic
routine and long term schedules. The late funding schedule caused additional
delays.

agree with the issues
raised? Specify and clarify.
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2. Which
recommendations will
embraced and how? Also

We recognise cross collaboration could have been heightened, and there are
plans in this area. Comparative scientific articles/book chapters are underway to
be published. See section 4.

respond to specific
questions.

3. What has been
achieved by your project,
that should be further
highlighted?. Be short and
precise.

If relevant only
- Literature review as scientific value, but also as interdisciplinary work. - Food,
Gastronomy, Creative Entrepreneurship, Rural Tourism, are instruments for
responding to territorial imbalances, using cultural and natural capital as
instruments to stimulate and foster the economy. The project tries to disclose
the basis for a sustainable development based not only on economic activity but
also on values that can be appreciated by local consumers and consumer of a
globalized world where the phenomenon of tourism prevails. - In remote
territories, traditional culinary culture not only depends on small farmers, it
depends also on the small atomized retailing. The presence of food markets is an
indicator of a certain permanence of the traditional way of food supply and
consumption in relationship with the social and natural landscape. The tendency
of the disappearance of the markets tends to be an indicator of the
predominance of the mass food distribution and the prevalence of a
geographically homogeneous food model that makes traditional food,
gastronomy and food heritage environment disappear. - It should be underlined
that each market is a unique case that is highly conditioned by its historical,
geographical, social and economic context. Therefore, the initiatives and the
actions must be projected based on the analyses and potentialities of each case.
The recognition of this diverse network of markets or other way to promote local
gastronomy opens the possibility of designing more specific proposals and action
for reaching specific objectives of different nature. To preserve the food heritage
environment means paying attention to the social and political dimensions of
food networks. The municipal markets could improve preservation and
promotion of local food and gastronomy at social level such as a co-experience
for tourist attraction. - The booklet is noted as a major contribution, but the
project has also resulted in a number of articles, books and book chapters. - The
close involvement of the different teams with a number of local and regional
actors, i.e. politicians, entrepreneurs, public and civil organisations, and residents .
For example, the Scottish team worked with them for 9 months, attending
fortnightly/weekly meetings. In the Italian case, Gastrocert has had a deep
impact at the territorial level; the results of the project will be pursued in different
territories (especially the Locride area, one of the most marginal areas of Italy).
The Swedish researchers have become deeply involved in gastronomic policy
development issues in Jämtland, including participating in writing the new long
term regional food strategy.

4. Are future activities or

If relevant only

follow-up plans foreseen?

The Mediterranean University will send four bachelor students to Mid Sweden
University to write theses and participate in undergraduate 7,5 credit course in
cultural and creative industries during spring 2019. The project have led to strong
research networks among the researchers involved in the project from the
different participating universities. But also, other researchers from the
universities have become involved in continuous writing together with the other
universities. Also, several new research applications have been undertaken in

Be short and precise.
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between the Gastrocert researchers following the end of the project. Examples
include (Horizon) Leader and Interreg Europe including Mid Sweden University,
the Mediterranean University, University of Girona and the University of
Gothenburg. Future activities are already on going on a permanent basis. The
synergies and connections established within the Leader Approach in Italy, Spain
and Sweden concretize the strategies of integrated local development, at the
level of the area of administrative competence and at the level of networks of
enterprises.
Additional comments by reviewer 1 on the basis of the project’s response – 23.07.2018
The response adds:
1) valuable information to the work that already has been carried out (and because of that should have
given more space/better informer about in the report),
2) gives a better overview of initiatives that are planned to continue/be followed up, and thus
contributes to fullfill the project´s main aims.
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HEAT
project leader: Ingolf Thuesen
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
As authors declared in application form the project’s aims were: 1. To identify and map threats to and
from heritage in selected areas of the world; 2. To identify and map political and ethical positions for
the various stakeholders in the processes involved in threats to, intervention in and post-crisis
management of heritage under threat; 3. To place the findings within a clear cross-cultural theoretical
framework; 4. To prepare handbooks and catalogues of recommendations for use by various
stakeholders along with outreach activities in the form of exhibitions or films.
The main outcome of the HeAT project should be the production of manuals and exhibitions, which
can benefit stakeholders such as policy makers, politicians and the wider community and to which all
partners will contribute.
As project leaders declared they achieved most of its objectives for the period with relatively minor
deviations.
Danish partner produced the exhibition “Eyes on Syria” and Romanian and Polish partners produced
relevant publications, but it is not clear what results from these publications and how will they be
integrated in the manual.
The objectives for Italy were “Explore the long-term impact of the construction of dams and artificial
lakes on heritage” but little is said about the “long-term impact”. The team will “Start of the data
collection of Syrian and Iraqi sites and dams” which suggests focusing on the production of lists of
dams and of sites, but not on the identification of long-term impacts and on how to tackle them.
The final archivements of HeAT are:
-website - introducing the project through the portal of the University of Copenhagen
-monuments archive - records presenting heritage monuments in Poland
-popular science book – regarding the threats of IWW memory sites in Poland
-list of dams in Turkey and archaeological sites flooded after their construction
-exhibition - exhibition for the general public which concentrate on “national heritage” as an everchanging concept that manipulates and is manipulated by communities at different geographical
locations
-travelling exhibition - the exhibition presents how to protect and take care of the remembrance places
of World War I without destroying their original design
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
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and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
As project authors declared that the HEAT the main project’s aims are: development of the model of
threat analysis, implementation of the model „in four different localities and situations”, elaboration of
„practical manuals”. These objectives could have significant impact in academia and outside
academia. Howewer, these objectives have been not finished yet.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
I am not able to evaluate the “European added value” based on information presented in final report.

Review 2

1

Achievements of the project

Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals achieved? What is the progress beyond the
state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]

From the report, concerning the achievements:
 The major steps in the research until now have been creating of taxonomy of threats and
stakeholder positions,
 The main outcome of the HeAT Project is the production of publications and exhibitions.
 Achieved most of its objectives for the period with relatively minor deviations.
 Outcomes have already been tangible in the form of books, exhibitions, lectures and radio
talks,
 With that, despite some delays, most of research objectives have thus been completed.

Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

The way the outputs are presented is not appropriate to make a fair judgement. The impact
cannot be evaluated without reading the deliverables and other publications, which is
obviously impossible to be feasible by the reviewer. Publications are not available, some of
them were published in Polish and other languages than English, therefore it is difficult to
rate a 3 years work is this way.
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However, considering that the report could be better presented to help the reviewer to
adequately grasp what has been accomplished, a not very positive rating is presented. A
better discrimination of results may eventually justify to reanalyse this rating.
2

Impact of the project

Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research
outcomes be of value for non-academic stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL and PIs actively pursue these activities?
Did research benefit from this exchange?

[350 words maximum]

Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

There is not enough information to make a fair assessment of the impact. This rating has a
justification similar to the used in the achievements’ rating.

3

European added value

Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the transnational collaboration? Was the CRP
functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of
ideas, students, techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility of JPICH and the priorities
in its Strategic Research Agenda?

[350 words maximum]

From the report:
 “During the following period the partners mainly dedicated themselves to tackling their
individual projects’ objectives to develop their own research.”
It is difficult to judge on this matter, but it seems that the different partners lacked an
interactive collaboration to produce joint results.
The output that would better show the inter-collaborative work, under the theme “Taxonomy
of threat” has not yet been finished and is expected for Spring 2019.
It is quite unclear why,


“Effort has been put into identifying a Chinese partner…”

given the fact that the integration of the partners has not been clearly demonstrated, and that
many different European perspectives are certainly still waiting to be integrated.

Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

As explained in the reports we had a number of delays which did not allow us to

agree with the issues

finalise all achievements in the very tight timeline. However, a number of products

raised? Specify and clarify.

were already delivered.
All publications of the HeAT project are targeting initially a regional, but national
level (especially in the case of the Polish and Romanian projects in a highly
controversial political environment), however their scope is clearly European as
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they identify similar patterns which will be presented in the final products of the
project (magazine/ exhibition/ manual). The Polish project has identified and
recorded huge numbers of forgotten memorial sites along the WW I front lines and
has produced well received exhibitions and books for the relevant regions and
authorities. All publications are considered to be translated later into German
or/and English.
All publications of the project are listed on the project website and linked to the
relevant publishers. The works by the Romanian team are all published in
international journals (in English).
Each project delivered based on their case study the relevant information to
identify threats to heritage, the involved agents and the relevant narrative. Based
on the theoretical background provided by the Romanian and Danish team all
partners could actually identify common mechanisms and patterns. These are
often related to uncomfortable, unwanted or contested heritage (e.g. for Europe in
post-communist countries).
2. Which

IMPACT: Results of the project were already discussed with a wide range of

recommendations will

heritage experts worldwide e.g. on the ICAANE 2018

embraced and how? Also

https://www.icaane2018.vorderas-archaeologie.uni-

respond to specific

muenchen.de/programme/main-sessions/index.html ) , ARCHAEOLOGY OF

questions.

WOODLANDS Conference (19-21 April 2018, Białowieża, Poland)
http://www.woodlandsarchaeology.eu/en/ or the ADI Conference (in cooperation
with the Academy of Social Science, Shanghai) in June 2018
(https://asiandynamics.ku.dk/english/adi-conference-2018/panels/culturalheritage/). The Chinese partner was included to test our concepts developed on
an European and Near Eastern background and to get “external” feedback on our
observations.
The online GIS-platform is visualizing very dramatically the impact of Dam-building
projects on maps and will provide a forceful tool rising awareness
(http://www.orientlab.net/orientgis/#OrientGISProjects) . All projects delivering
valuable case studies for the manual which is just in its final editing process as
stressed in the report.

3. What has been

The HeAT project has achieved an intense exchange of ideas, concepts and has

achieved by your project,

recorded an enormous amount of data regarding contested and threatened

that should be further

heritage (not only monuments!). The scientific debate between scholars from very

highlighted?. Be short and

different disciplines has created a unique platform for discussions on how heritage

precise.

is created, threatened and preserved.

4. Are future activities or

The Italian partner has developed a H2020 project based on the outcomes of the

follow-up plans foreseen?

HeAT project which will develop and assess current heritage protection

Be short and precise.

mechanisms. The travelling exhibition which will be launched in autumn 2018 will
be shown throughout Denmark, Poland, Romania, Italy and any interested place
worldwide.

Response by reviewer
Additional comments by reviewer 2 on the basis of the project’s response – 18.07.2018
Achievements:
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The reviewer analysed the partners reply to this review and tried to visit several links provided in their
answer aiming at getting a better insight into the project results. I’ve confirmed my first impression: it is
not easy to disclose among the information and links what was done within the project and what are
publications and results obtained outside of it. Furthermore, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to
identify in the few publications with open access what are their contribution to the HEAT project.
I don’t doubt on the competence of the project researchers, but clearly lacks a demonstration that
integration of partners into a joint project work was effective.
The project had promised (quoting from the project description):
 Taxonomy of Threat: Identification of types of threat to heritage and the nature of conflicts…
 Taxonomy of stakeholder positions and mapping of political and ethical positions for
nations …
 … It is the aim of the research not only to understand the catalogue of threats to heritage and
the modes of heritage creation but also to provide clear mapping of political positions and
“spaces of operation”…
Where, in the report, is this information transposed to the output documents? How can we verify how
these aims were fulfilled? This an example of the difficulties found to make the review and this is why
the rating was not very positive.
The site of the OrientGis is inaccessible and no docs related to HEAT could be found.
This being said, the reviewer acknowledges the relevance of the theme and has no doubts that it
justifies being accepted in JPI – CH initiative.
Impact:
A major potential impact of the project will certainly reside on the synthesizing documents that are still
to be finished. The way they will convey the information to users, namely authorities, will determine the
impact. Exhibitions and media documents reached sectorial audiences, and papers have academic
impact. Overall, the reviewer had difficulties in assessing the project impact as a work team, although
accepting that some documents, namely academic papers, might have relevant scientific impact.
The rating of both achievements and impact is adjusted from poor/average to average.
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HERITAMUS
project leader: Salwa El-Shawan Castelo-Branco
Review 1

1. Achievements of the project
HeritaMus has suffered, from the beginning, a lot of unexpected technical difficulties in the
development of the application, the departure of two technical teams, one in the first months of
application development and the second in the first half of the second year, were overcome, but the
consortium had to ask for a reformulation of the budget.
The project congregates different fields of study (namely anthropology/ ethnomusicology, sound
archiving, and computer science). The consortium team shared and critically accessed a conceptual
framework that congregates Actor-Network theory, mathematical “category theory” and graph
databases. The framework is grounded on the idea that objects/ items / nodes are defined not by
themselves alone, but rather by the relations they establish among them. The team defined the
ground-base characteristics of the digital tool in articulation with the data gathered.
The tool has been planned as a resource for archival and heritage professionals, the team worked to
map across different datasets models. This mapping provides a structure that, in the future, will allow
the Heritamus tool to communicate with other databases (even if not graph databases).
A second fieldwork period was carried out not only to test a prototype of the tool but also to gather new
historical and ethnographic data. As a result, the data was “translated” into datasets containing over
30,000 items. In order to density the gathered raw data, the team decided to establish a chronological
focus: from 1890 until 1938. For historical and cultural reasons, this period seems to have held major
relevance for the development of the characteristics of the musical genres and their cultural universes
in both contexts. This is the key period shaping a notion of “tradition” in both Portuguese Fado and
Spanish Flamenco. Both communities of practitioners associate this period with the first materials
upon which they construct the current notion of “history”, “tradition”, “origin” or “roots” of their current
practices, constituting references to their own practices.
The data gathered has been applied to academic presentations, papers, chapter in international
monograph, and the catalogue of an exhibition. The data has been also used to identify tracks used in
a Museu do Fado CD with historical recordings and two other CDs. Some collected material, formerly
considered lost, were made more broadly available through digitization and the restoration of a corpus
of more than 600 audio items of which 70 deserved specific restoration treatment for later publication.

The tool interface needs to be much more user-friendly. Now, the Heritamus tool is not very “intuitive”
and user- friendly, besides the concept of “node”, “relationship” and “graph” are sincerely very hard to
understand. According with this regarding the tool should be improved. Besides, I´m not capable to
find any kind of information about flamenco in the tool.

Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
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2. Impact of the project
It is not easy for me to evaluate this type of issues without being a true expert, but referring to the final
report, I think that the project is having a favorable impact among the different stakeholders. Even so,
the project is suffering significant delays and its completion is not expected until November 2018.
Among the practitioners, the team says that they have had the biggest and warmest impact since the
tool answers long debated issues within the community that did not have any way to access data. The
ability to trace and document their knowledge was welcomed and allowed the team and associated
partners to have access to previously unknown, non-identified, and not articulated materials.
Heritage professionals and technicians, social and computer scientists articulated their theoretical
background and made a strong and durable work of translation across disciplines to further develop
new technical knowledge on data retrieval, data management and curation, and participatory curation
management. Since this was fieldwork based research, new data was also gathered, some of it in new
fields. For this specific group, the publication of a chapter, papers on journals, participation in
meetings, and workshops constituted the adopted strategy throughout the project’s duration. Giving
the novelty of the approach, the team faced a certain resistance from archives and data-curation
professionals, but a strong acceptance among other social scientists
Among heritage institutions, the project made available a tool for the integrated management of
intangible and tangible heritage, historical documentation and ethnographic data, different types of
documents and data usually dispersed throughout different institutions, different communities of
knowledge, different actors, different sources of information, centralizing the knowledge concerning
ICH manifestations.
In order to reinforce the visibility and public impact of the tool and the HeritaMus project, alongside the
main results of the project, the team presented the tool to other national institutions that expressed
their willingness to adopt it.
The programed final meeting, originally planned to happen by the end of the project, has been
postponed in order to make sure the largest possible community participation and impact (rescheduled
for November2018). So the project is not finished.
From the reception of the Heritamus tool by other researchers and stakeholders, even from domains
not directly involved with music, the team has reasons to believe in its future adoption.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Conference papers, project´s image, leaflet, website, chapter on a book and catalogue, CDs. Meetings
with other organizations for future adoptions of the tool/software could be a good contribution to the
visibility of JPI CH.
With fieldwork and the contact with the prototype of the digital tool the communities of practitioners
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will reflect upon their knowledge heritage, and practice. Conferences and two workshops
showcased the project’s notions among archival professionals, researchers, and among community
of practice. Conferences oriented to the general public contributed to the promotion of the project,
Heritamus Tool has been designed to the development of a reflective society. The exhibition
catalogue contributed to the dissemination of innovative knowledge. The publication of CD gave
access to previously inaccessible audio heritage.
During fieldwork and the use of the digital tool, the community of practitioners has been involved in the
research and development process. The project promotes the access to tangible heritage, not
accessible before. The exhibition catalogue will disseminate knowledge and heritage on a new field.
With ethnographically based reports, new ethnographic data on Fado and Flamenco communities will
be produced but also a new theoretical orientation to database and data visualization will be
achieved.
All these considerations are positive to offer, definitely, an important added value in the European
context. This type of project promotes transnational cooperation and of course supposes an advance
in the model, although in this case the difficulties that have occurred in the course of the project have
subtracted a certain degree of solvency in its development.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
It appears that the project team resolved technical and bureaucratic difficulties which were apparent
during the mid project review and have now met all of the stated goals of the project and have
delivered on the digital tool. Having looked at the tool itself I can see how it might be useful to
researchers working with different kinds of heritage practices of different kinds and think it provides an
interesting way of visualising data which might allow researchers to find new associations in the data.
The tool will be the most outstanding impact of the project however I feel more needs to be done to
promote and share information about the tool and its application to potential users. This might be
something for the main funding organisations to consider given the project funding has now finished.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
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[350 words maximum]
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
The tool provides alternative ways of visualising the relationship between tangible and intangible
heritage. For non-academic stakeholders and user communities outside of academia interested in
Fado and Flamenco there is much of interest on the project’s website. There is also no doubt that the
tool would potentially be of interest to others who are tasked with investigating other similar forms of
intangible heritage internationally. I would reiterate the point above that it would be helpful to think
about how the values of the tool, and indeed, the tool itself, might be promoted to those stakeholders
and potential users now the project has come to an end.
3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
It is clear that the research has benefited from transnational collaboration and that the project
functioned in an integrated fashion. The communication and exchange of ideas across the consortium
appears to have been good. The project has contributed to the visibility of the JPICH and its priorities
in the Strategic Research Agenda.

Response by project

Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

We agree, to a certain degree, with the issues raised. We understand that the

agree with the issues

theoretical framework is complex. That was, precisely, one of the main challenges

raised? Specify and

of the project that we accomplished with a high degree of success: 1) the

clarify.

translation across disciplines, 2) the adaptation of the budget design to the current
financial requirements of computer scientists and programmers, 3) the knowledge
transfer of a very specific framework to practitioners, 4) the creation of the only tool
available on-line to perform those tasks.
The final meeting with the community was not considered as the closing event of
the project, rather the launching of the software was (April 2018). The meeting was
postponed in articulation with the agendas of the Associated Partner, community
members and some invited researchers in order to have the largest possible
impact. The main focus group of the project was the community of practitioners, for
that reason we gave them priority in all actions taken.
The dataset available concerns fado. The lack of data concerning Flamenco is due
to the stage of digitization of that genre.
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2. Which recommendations

As the consortium got to the final period of the project, it started to design the follow

will embraced and how?

up strategy in order to promote the added value of the tool, the framework, and the

Also respond to specific

tool itself, among stakeholders and potential users. The consortium will upload

questions.

more academic oriented papers (the “accepted for publication” ones as they
become publicly available from peer reviewed journals) in order to disseminate the
framework and facilitate the perception of the notions involved.
The results obtained among the community of practitioners give us reasons to
believe that the tool corresponds to their needs, generating new discussions of
issues of concern to them.
We expect to overcome the current status of data available in Spain, install the
software, and have flamenco data on local servers.

3. What has been achieved

Apart from new ethnographic and historical data, the main achievement of the

by your project, that should

project was also its main objective: provide a user-friendly free on-line tool

be further highlighted?. Be

widely available to curate tangible assets and intangible knowledge in the

short and precise.

same platform. It is now the only software available (worldwide) to perform
that task, the only on-line free software (tool) for community curation of data
and participatory graph database.
Heritamus is unique (worldwide) in several aspects: 1) the only software for both
tangible and intangible heritage data, 2) the only that allows community’
participation, 3) can be used in any context and with any kind of data structure, 4)
the most user-friendly, 5) it is free, 6) can be downloaded and uploaded in any
server to be used autonomous and independently by any community.
The project not only achieved but also exceeded the proposed outputs producing
results that were not part of the initial proposal (for example, more scientific papers
and scientific production than previewed, produced pioneering research on new
fields, produced sound CDs not originally planned, etc.).
The data gathered was the most asked for by the community (on authorships,
historical sound recordings and performances) and it is now the only source
available for that kind of data.
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4. Are future activities or
follow-up plans foreseen?
Be short and precise.

1) the follow-up, maintenance and future sustainability of the graph database and
further development of the software is guaranteed.
2) An agreement with one associated partner (Museu do Fado) for the
maintenance of the project (after JPI support).
3) Participation in academic and technical meetings showcasing the Heritamus
tool.
4) Considering the difficulties of implementation of a database among Spanish
institutions (because of copyright issues, information security, and data export
and transfer from third party institutions), we will promote future presentations in
Spain in order to reenforce the awareness of the need for an open access
culture policy.
5) Several meetings were held with state organizations, Heritage NGOs, and
heritage institutions showcasing the project. Some of them are willing to adopt
the software.
6) A future project to further develop the tool in other fields (education and cultural
promotion in Maghreb countries) is already being planned.
7) The tool proved to be a strong base for the development of new functionalities in
relevant areas of computation like artificial intelligence, automatic / semiautomatic data mining, data visualization, participatory curation of data,
community development, representation of controversies, a.o..
8) We consider that the Heritamus project and its software can be articulated with
any project concerning tangible and/ or intangible heritage, social sciences and
humanities, heritage management, graphs design and data visualization, etc.
9) The code is free (available through github under a GPL licence). The team
expects further development of the base code.
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HEURIGHT
project leader: Andrzej Jakubowski
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
The final report gives an extensive overview of the main achievements of the project.
As described in the summary, the two main objectives were:
- to provide a theoretical re-conceptualisation of the right to cultural heritage
- to analyse how the technical tools used to manage and protect cultural heritage are considered
(In the project objectives (section 4.2) these objectives are explained differently, which makes it not
easy to understand the focus of the project).
Regarding the juridical areas, they mainly focused on the level of the EU (see 4.1). They also included
the impact of Brexit on cultural heritage and on its research. The cases were mainly performed in
areas related with the three principal investigators.
They developed six online exhibitions of historical survey photographic collections, of which the
previous review round was questioning what the link with the overall project aims was. This was now
linked with the EU digital heritage agenda and to contested heritage.
Some of the publications are submitted and will be published end of 2018 (or later, see deliverable 70
other forthcoming publications).
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
The report mentioned that, through the activities, they engaged with different stakeholders, including
scholars, policy-makers, representatives of public institutions and the general public.
They included a long list of external networking activities and stakeholder involvement as well as
publications, and based on this overview it is clear they had a big visibility.
Events of the projects have been granted the label of the European Year of Cultural Heritage, which
made them probably even more visible.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent
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3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
They contributed to the visibility of the JPI-CH like they list in table 4.3.3 of the final report, especially
focussing on the ‘developing reflective society’ and ‘creating knowledge’.
Events of the projects have been granted the label of the European Year of Cultural Heritage, which
made them probably even more visible also outside the JPI.
No future activities are planned.

Review 2

1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
The Project HEURIGHT14 has succeeded in meeting its stated goals. It has achieved an impressive
number and range of peer reviewed academic publications and has responded effectively to relevant
political changes (especially Brexit), incorporating these into new emerging lines of enquiry. It has also
produced a number of additional outputs beyond those proposed within the original grant application.
The two special journal issues and end of project book will likely create the longest lasting academic
impact from the project.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
The project’s findings and research publications will be of some value to non-academic stakeholders
and user communities. The digital resources will also be of some value to non-academic audiences.
Arguably the ways in which the findings of the project may provide further strengthening for the
protection of cultural heritage if and when it makes its way into national and international policy will be
the project’s most significant impact outside of academia. It would have been helpful to have built
clearer pathways to impact on policy makers into the proposal itself-but given this was not a part of the
original proposal, it is unfair to expect the project leaders to have pursued this additionally to the work
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they had agreed to complete. It is clear that policy makers have been involved in a number of the
events organised by the project team and this is certainly one mechanism appropriate to achieving this
goal. These sorts of impact take much longer to be achieved but JPICH might consider mechanisms
for project teams to report on such longer term impacts in future.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its
Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
One of the main strengths of the project is its comparative perspective. It is clear that the research has
benefitted significantly from the transnational collaboration facilitated by the project funding and it was
significantly more than the sum of its parts. The project team should be particularly praised for the
significant efforts they have clearly made to work in an integrated fashion. The project was designed to
have significant communication and knowledge exchange across the team and between researchers
and the professional sector and the high profile exchanges will have contributed to the visibility of the
JPICH and the priorities in its strategic research agenda.

Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

I fully recognise and agree with the issues raised by the Reviewers.

agree with the issues

I have no additional comments in this regard.

raised? Specify and clarify.
2. Which

I fully recognise the strong suggestion by the Reviewers encouraging the Team to

recommendations will

make the Project’s outcomes more visible during the EYCH. Indeed, we plan to

embraced and how? Also

participate in the final EYCH event in Vienna, December 2018 and possibly to

respond to specific

promote our work there.

questions.
3. What has been

If relevant only

achieved by your project,

[Maximum 500 words]

that should be further
highlighted?. Be short and

The Project has led to several conclusions. We believe that at least three of them

precise.

should be further re-considered in the JPI on Cultural Heritage and Global Change
agenda:
1)

Inclusiveness, migration and the role of cultural heritage. Notwithstanding
the development of various programmes and initiatives in this regard, it
seems that this issue is still neglected in both heritage academic
discourse and cultural policies (on the domestic and EU levels).

2)

A better conceptualisation and promotion of minorities’ heritages as a
response to the rise of nationalism, separatism and current trends of
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European disintegration.
3)

Common and better substantiated digitalisation strategy of cultural
heritage in Europe, supporting economic programmes and cultural
indicators analysis.

4. Are future activities or

If relevant only

follow-up plans foreseen?

[Maximum 150 words]

Be short and precise.

As explained in the third annual and final reports a number of the Project’s
publications will be finished and published in the forthcoming months, including
online resources of the Project.
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HIMANIS
project leader: Dominique Stutzmann
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
As I said in my first review, the HIMANIS (Historical Manuscript Indexing for user-controlled Search”
project was a very challenging one, and its eventual success largely depended on its capacity to
render the tool functional. After more than a year and this new reviewing, I can deliver a very positive
assessment. The first results in the use of the CHANCERY corpus online are very impressive (I tried
myself to use it on the base of very specific requests). The technical and theoretical developments of
the project were very interesting by themselves, and several peer-reviewed papers show that
significant scientific break-throughs were accomplished.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
It is clear the the exploitation by historians will be significant and that exchanges with other projects in
the same field and with cultural heritage institutions, such as libraries and archives, seem to be very
encouraging. Once again, the HIMANIS project shows intellectual and technical solutions that could be
implemented in the future in a lot of other cases. I really think that this project should have a real
impact, more on the academic level for now that on the non-academic one (but we could imagine a
broader re-use of the technology for a wider audience).
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
An important part of the project was realised in France, even if the Netherlands and Spain were
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involved. But the new developments of the projet are integrating a wide scope of international
collaboration in Europe. The key issues of the project were substantial: from this point of view, that
was a real research project, and one couldn’t be sure that it will works, whereas with a lot of projects,
you know from the beginning what will be concluded and how. I would like to emphasize this
dimension, which is very important to contribute to the visibility of JPICH and its reliability.

Review 2

1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
This project has achieved very impressive technical results on its test corpus and met its stated goals.
If the project partners have indeed created a generalizable tool for creating OCR on handwritten texts,
this would be a real game changer in manuscript studies. It would indeed be a progress beyond the
state-of-the-art. But from the reports I am not entirely clear if this is the case.
I could not tell for certain from their reports or from their website is how generalizable their tool is.
While there is a robust and impressive sustainability plan, it seems that the tool will either will be (or is
being) integrated into other projects or may be commercialised. I presume the code is not available via
github for other projects to use. But, even creating such a tool for one language is a real step forward.

Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
While the project lists in its third report an impressive number of publications and knowledge transfer
activities, these are not easily findable their web presences (there seem to be three, a blog, a
website, and the site with the tool). In terms of impact, I would have expected more available from
the web or via social media. The page with the project results is unusually bare and has no
instructions on how to use the tool (the instructions are on the blog which is available from another
web address). For the 500 or so people who attended conference presentations over the past year,
dissemination was good. For those coming to the project via the web, the potential impact is much
less impressive. I wonder why none of the publications are open access (unless the grant did not
allow funding for open access). Nevertheless, none of them are listed on any of the websites so that
potential users might learn more about the research. The blog seems to have the most information,
but most of the content is listed in blog form and the reader needs to scroll down the page to read
about activities as opposed to have content available via a more structured form.
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Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
The research did benefit from the transnational collaboration and from the project results, it does seem
that the CRP did function well. It is hard to evaluate communication and exchange across the
consortium and most of this is not available to those outside the consortium. However, that the project
has a sustainability plan in place, is integrated into two new and potentially three projects, is extremely
impressive.
This project could have quite important European added value if the tool is extensible to other
languages. But I could not tell this from the reporting.

Response by project
Questions
1. Do you recognize and
agree with the issues
raised? Specify and clarify.

Response by project-leader
Reviewer 1 raises no critical point. Reviewer 2, beyond questions, stresses that
"even creating such a tool for one language is a real step forward". We wish to
thank them for their comments.
We acknowledge that the report could have been clearer to address Reviewer’s 2
questions, about the tool being generalizable and that the web presences could be
more user friendly.
The report states “These new developments will be directly useful for any
language, script, or image collection.” Indeed, the developments are generalizable.
The methodology however shows that it is so under the following condition:
providing training data adequate to the corpus is needed.
The code is not available via github, indeed, as agreed in the consortium
agreement with private companies. However
(a) in the indexing workflow proper, about 50% of our tools are based on
open-source code as stated in publications; the rest is not released yet.
(b) the most valuable data, that is the results (image, coordinates and index
terms) which can be used to train new systems, are published.
The web presences seems to need refurbishment, but the audience has adopted
them. As for the social media, there is already a twitter account, which is popular.
All web presences have users worldwide. The statement “page unusually bare and
has no instructions” should be emended, there are complete instructions also
pointing to https://himanis.hypotheses.org/105 where more complete and
graphical-style instructions are available. We will better point at.
The publications are mostly not in open access, except for DH2018
https://dh2018.adho.org/en/handwritten-text-recognition-keyword-indexing-andplain-text-search-in-medieval-manuscripts/ cf. infra
Last but not least: “This project could have quite important European added value
if the tool is extensible to other languages. But I could not tell this from the
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2. Which
recommendations will
embraced and how? Also
respond to specific
questions.

reporting”. It is extensible and mentioned in the report.
Among the recommendations, several are very valuable and we will embrace
them, or we have already embraced them during the response time.
Web presence:
- himanis.hypotheses.org blog has an overview as pinned splash blog post
- http://prhlt-kws.prhlt.upv.es/himanis/ has a renewed splash page and a new
wording “Search options” instead of “Need help”
Publications:
- provide author version of all publications on website
- provide open access versions for publications with passed moving wall
Strategy:
- stress more clearly that the tool is generalizable to any language and script.

3. What has been
achieved by your project,
that should be further
highlighted?. Be short and
precise.

4. Are future activities or
follow-up plans foreseen?
Be short and precise.

The comments on the web presence raises the need to stress that the community
of Himanis is large and growing
* Twitter account @Himanis6 has more than 300 followers, which is a good start;
* on himanis.hypotheses.org: very well indexed: more than 12’500 unique visitors
in 2017, with more than 34’000 pages visited; 7’400 since Jan. 2018 and 30’000
pages visited.
* on the beta search interface, more than 14’000 user feedback interactions
(excluding the ones from the partners)
* internal Monk system: 400’000 user actions
We acknowledge that the structure blog + website + search engine + twitter may
be confusing, but this is in line with the developments of the web (several presence
types for different uses). The figures of interactions and followers prove that
Himanis achieved a good visibility level.
Beyond the future activities listed in the report, the deadline for the improvements
listed above is Sept. 1st, 2018, when the partners will start together a new project.
Within READ, UPVLC is currently indexing the huge BNE collection of Theatre of
the Spanish Golden Age -- See the-work-in-progress site: http://prhltcarabela.prhlt.upv.es/tso
and also the whole Bentham Papers collection of about 100,000
images (http://prhlt-carabela.prhlt.upv.es/bentham). In addition UPVLC
got national (private) funding for the "Carabela"
project, where UPVLC is indexing about 150,000 images, including
a relatively small part (75,000 images) of the Archivo the
Indias: www.prhlt.upv.es/wp/project/2017/carabela

Reviewer 2 has adjusted the rating of achievements from good to excellent, and the rating of impact
from average to excellent.
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PICH
project leader: Vincent Nadin
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
The PL states in the report that the project has fully achieved its objectives. This seems correct, but
the list of deliverables indicates that there are some missing outputs (eg one oral outputs rather than a
report and one missing report). Many of the planned scientific output are still in progress.
One overall conclusion is changes in management of urban historical environments: more actors
involved, broader approaches with negotiations and collaboration and a wider scope of objectives in
policy (eg. development/economic aspects). These changes are similar to the general trend in public
management and planning called the change “from government to governance” which has taken place
since the 1990s. The project has therefore contributed to an understanding that a general change in
public management, including urban planning, has also occurred in management of urban historical
sites. There has been many project about changes in urban planning which has already concluded
with this change. The project would have benefitted academically by building more on previous
research and with such an approach contributed with more new knowledge.
There has been a high number of network activities and stakeholder’s involvement in meetings. It
seems that some of those outputs are data collections activities. The project reports 14 scientific
publications, most of them submitted to a publisher or are in different stages of preparation. There is
also 21 reports case/theme/national reports etc (so-called grey literature). Many of them uploaded on
the projects homepage. The project team has participated in many workshops, conferences etc. The
change in the research questions during the project period is satisfactory followed up. Further, the
project has arranged several workshops with stakeholders/actors, developed an international
academic network and contributed with comparative knowledge on management of cultural heritage.
The most outstanding outputs are the findings that conclude a change in management of historical
build environment and that are created an international academic network.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project

The project has a webpage with many visitors and FB group with 1500 followers. The project members
have participated in academic activities as several network arenas, a high number of conferences with
papers and arranged workshops at conferences. There is also several academic publications in the
pipeline. The knowledge transfer to the academic community is good.
The communication with non- academic is also good but impact from such activities are difficult to
report. The project has contributed with written popular articles, arranged meetings with stakeholders
during the data collection but also later in some arrangement, and there have been activities on social
media. One significant impact outside academia has been to bring the different stakeholders from
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public management and business together. The impact for civil society and NGOs are also addressed
with activities, some of them seems to part of the data collection.
The interactions with non-academics have been important for the projects and has among other lead
to a change in the research design, which has improved the project.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value

The European benefit is good. The project has created and consolidated a research network within the
actual research theme. The project seems overall to working well together and they have contributed
to policy developed in Horizon 2020 by participation on policy arenas. The research network has also
continued they collaboration and written research proposals together. The project has contributed to
the visibility of JPICH.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project (good)
This is a well structured report in which the project’s achievements have not only been listed
extensively, but also clearly synthesized and related to the initial objectives. Also, comments of
previous reviews have been carefully addressed and changes in the workplan have been explained.
The project’s achievements are impressive, notwithstanding the funding problems of the Italian team.
These problems have been solved collectively, thanks to joined efforts, indicating that collaboration
between the partners has been intensive. Deliverables/outpunt have largely been produced as
planned. This also goes for scientific publications, most of which are of high quality and have
appeared/will appear in high status media. Although the conclusions of the project cannot be called
entirely new, a major achievement of the project is that these conclusions are now supported by
systematic, problem oriented analysis. As to this analysis, however, one wonders why few attention
has been paid to the most recent theories, concepts and practices in cultural heritage management,
which have shifted gradually from a focus/emphasis on conservation of built heritage (which seemingly
is still the final goal of heritage management according to the PICH project) to a holistic and
constructivist approach which views heritage through the lens of landscape and as a source of
inspiration for planning and designing the living environment.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the Project (good)
The report makes it clear that much attention has been devoted to impact, both at the scientific and
the societal level. This can be deduced amongst others from the relatively large amount of scientific
publications, public meetings and presentations. Also, the change in plan, amending one research
question and replacing it for another one, focused on measuring citizen’s perception of sense of place,
betrays a concern with impact of the results of the project on how people engage with heritage.
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I would like to question, however, to what degree the project has made a contribution to the
understanding of heritage management, considering that the report doesn’t give the impression of
being informed on the latest trends in heritage management ethics and theory; whilst the latter have
much to do with the impact of the past and of heritage on urban planning, the project is mostly on the
impact of urban planning on the conservation of built heritage. Relatedly, there is no indication in the
report that the project has reached out and engaged the most uptodate scientific and professional
world of heritage management and theory.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
European added value has been carefully addressed. As it is stated in the report, the transnational,
comparative research has allowed to investigate issues and case studies and to draw conclusions that
go beyond the national level. The joint field visits have done much to create synergy in this. Also,
collaboration in international teams has significantly contributed to enhance and expand networks.
Proving the strength of the collaboration is the fact that the consortium has successfully withstood the
funding problems caused by the delicate Italian situation, helping out eachother to solve the problems.
As to the contribution of the project to the JPI-CH aims, priorities and challenges, the report is explicit.
The project convincingly addresses the issues of ‘developing reflective societies’ and ‘connecting
people with heritage’.

Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and
agree with the issues

Thank you for your careful reviews and conclusions that the project has achieved

raised? Specify and clarify.

its objectives; delivered an ‘impressive’ range of outputs and connected well with
users and the European dimension. Reviewer 1 is concerned that ‘the list of
deliverables indicates that there are some missing outputs’. We made a small
change to the pilot project which was done by way of presentation to identify
issues rather than a written report. Otherwise the outputs were delivered as
planned and are available online. See
https://planningandheritage.wordpress.com/pich-2/cases/
Reviewer 2 is concerned that there ‘has been many projects about changes in
urban planning which has already concluded with this change’ and that there is
‘no indication in the report that the project has reached out and engaged the most
up-to-date scientific and professional world of heritage management and theory’. It
would be useful to have some references to help explain this comment since the
team includes leading authors on both European urban planning and heritage
management. We may not have explained the purpose of the project as clearly as
we should (see below).
Reviewer 2 notes the problems the project has overcome in the lack of funding for
the Italian partner – thank you. But there is no response to the issue in the review.
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The reviewers are not so clear about what needed to be done to receive a grade of
excellent, especially given the funding problem noted above.
2. Which
recommendations will

Academic papers and professional articles from the project will clarify the

embraced and how? Also

objectives of the PICH project, and address current knowledge on changes in

respond to specific

urban planning and the relation to contemporary theory. The papers will link to

questions.

work underway by partners and others on comparative analysis of urban planning
in Europe (see eg https://www.espon.eu/planning-systems).
The point by reviewer 2 on existing understanding of a shift from government to
governance is well made. We agree. However, these reforms are by no means
uniform across Europe and the objective of this study was to understand the extent
to which they have been implemented in relation to the built heritage (extensive
and deep irrespective of the point of departure) and the likely consequence for the
historic built environment (more variable, less damaging and offering opportunities
for more innovation in practice).

3. What has been
achieved by your project,

The reviewers are aware of the findings as set out in the overall report. The report

that should be further

only touches on extensive empirical analysis in four countries. The detail needs to

highlighted?. Be short and

come through in the publications that follow.

precise.
4. Are future activities or
follow-up plans foreseen?

A strong network has been established by PICH and its forerunner pilot project

Be short and precise.

SHUC. All network members (who extend well beyond the existing consortium)
agree on the value of continuing research on the relations between governance
and institutional reform with the historic built environment and intangible cultural
heritage. An international comparative approach is particularly valuable because it
exposes the importance of structural factors in societies. The network has already
formed new consortia to seek funding to continue the work which has only just
begun with PICH. We hope to further develop the work – both theoretically with
reference to institutional approaches, and empirically both to deepen knowledge
and widen the analysis to places with other structural characteristics.
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PROTHEGO
project leader: Claudio Margottini
Review 1

1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
From the report:
 Fully achieved its objectives for the whole period.
 An update impact scenario in Europe of Natural Hazards Vs Cultural Heritage was produced.
 The Integration of PS and geo-hazard products and implementation of multicriteria
methodology was designed and implemented. A novel procedure was carried out in order to
define risk level for the European Heritage Vs Geo-Hazard. The GIS-based multi-criteria
methodology was implemented and concluded.
 New updated research activities in the fields of satellite monitoring, geo-hazards and CH
conservation and protection were developed during the entire project period.
 Tools, platform and web GIS instruments were implemented in order to support the CH
communities for the all day work of safeguarding.
The objectives were reached and the achievements seem to be relevant for the EU cultural heritage.
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
From the report:






To date, the PROTHEGO team are responsible for at least:
11 Conference proceedings;
45 Oral presentations or posters;
26 magazine/web news articles.
All the dissemination activities were mainly addressed to final user and stakeholder in order to
promote a sustainable reconnection of European citizens with their own CH.
A big effort was made to disseminate the results and to promote the project, therefore large audiences
were reached.
Please rate the impact of the project:
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0

cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]

The project team seems to have worked in an integrated manner, and with positive outcome.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project
 Were the stated goals achieved?
PROTHEGO has a complicated structure, ambitious but extremely important) objectives and
methodological approaches which involves advanced technological tools and competence. To handle
this complexity of goals, methods and interdisciplinary network calls upon a very clear (=simple and
concrete formulated), well defined, organised and well-connected WPs, good communication and a
well-integrated consortium with adequate competence, hold together and professionally managed.
From this PROTHEGO could have been terminated as a “Mission Impossible”, but has been a
“Misssion accomplished” with great success and impressing result in all of its ambitious goals. My
congrats!
 What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field?
PROTHEGO has progressed beyond the state-of-the-art because the project has
1) successfully managed to collect, systematized and made available all the data on the UNESCO
cultural heritage in Europe in a dedicated PROTHEGO geo-database, which will be an highly
valuable tool for planning, monitoring and managing cultural heritage in a sustainable, global
perspective,
2) produced a new procedure to define risk level for the European Heritage Vs Geo-Hazard, likewise
an irreplaceable aid in managing future threats from climate change and natural hazards derived from
this.
What are the project’s most outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and
overall?
The harmonization of InSAR and PS ground motion information and a creation of digital factsheets
rd
was implemented the 3 year. The factsheets are/will be very useful in sharing information for end
users. Also the PROTHEGO website with its “download” site is extremely useful for research and
management purposes.


In an overall perspective is the identification, assessment risk-monitoring and strengthening the risk
preparedness at heritage properties of extreme importance for the possibilities of a global,
sustainable cultural heritage management in combination with the strengthening of institutional
support and governance through knowledge and innovation. The tools and measures produced by
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PROTHEGO in this field of cultural heritage management are concrete and future orientated aid when
climate changes affects the natural environment in unpredictable and (more or less) stochastic
manners. One might, however, ask why museums, as very important cultural heritage institutions are
outside the survey?
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project


What would be the project’s most significant impact outside academia?

PROTHEGO has produced a manifold of results which in themselves are important in various stages
and areas of cultural heritage management, but these are only a part of a solution to more
comprehensive challenges and goals: Knowledge production and making knowledge available for
such challenges is of uttermost importance to develop a sustainable cultural heritage management
facing geo-hazards in areas of cultural heritage in Europe. From this, the creation of a
comprehensive and validated picture of sites threatened by geo-hazards by use of remote sensing
monitoring is of significant impact outside academia. Also PROTHEGOs various dissemination
measures taken to make accessible the data and associated knowledge are of importance because
it strengthens profoundly the awareness of how a “nature not in balance” and climate changes are
able to affect heritage of all kind (even intangible heritage) in a devastating way.


Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project?

PROTHEGO is a project with a high technological profile, which aims at solutions dependent on
advanced technical equipment and co-operation with technological expertise. In this perspective, and
assessed from the project´s objectives and methodological approach, direct input from non-academic
actors seems to have been limited to influencers, policy- and decision makers first and foremost
within cultural heritage institutions. Nevertheless, information, arguments and ideas from nonacademic environments has indirectly affected the total research outcome by contributed to a)
enhanced development of emergency assistance for heritage sites in immediate danger, b) provided
support to states parties' public awareness-building activities for Heritage conservation and c)
contributed to encourage international cooperation in the conservation and protection of world's
cultural and natural heritage threatened by a high risk.
Did PL and PIs actively pursue these activities?
Not easy to assess from the available reports
 Did research benefit from this exchange?

Difficult to assess the direct outcome of pure research activities of knowledge exchange with nonacademic actors having taken part in PROTHEGO´s various meeting programme and other
communication measures. But non-academic input and feedback from user-experiences has been of
decisive importance in terms of modifications and adaptions of the routines and practises in applying
and using the detection and monitoring technological methods produced by PROTHEGO.
Please rate the impact of the project:
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0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value


Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more than just a sum of its
parts?

One of the WPs organised by PROTHEGO was led by ISPRA with the responsibility of planning,
organising, coordinating and monitoring the projects progress, achievements and time schedule. This
measure prevented seemingly problems to evolve beyond the “manageable”, and to find immediate
solutions acceptable and useful for the partners. This measure also facilitated the research by
minimizing time- and resource consuming conflicts and creating a working environment with maximal
focus spent on carrying out real “cross-disciplinary” research and knowledge production beyond
“parallel research”.
Another success factors developed by PROTHEGO is the well-defined and integrated WP tasks
carried out by the partners within likewise well-defined responsibility for actual fields of research for
maximum outcome of individual competence and experience in the field. This integrated model has
created resilient co-operation routines and procedures. The work has also been subjected some
necessary adjustments and timings (WP5 and 6), which the organisation has responded to in a
resilient and adaptive way. This covers both the academic and non-academic/stakeholder’s
participation in the project. The successful “PROTEGHO organisation model” is an example to follow


Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students, techniques, etc. across
the consortium as sufficient?

Based on the networking activities, which reports about a manifold of communication event ranging all
from oral and on-line presentations, information on website to conferences, seminars, workshops and
meetings with policy makers, decision makers, research communities and relevant non-academic
representatives spread over a wide spectre of geographical localities and heritage sites, have
provided an seemingly effective communication of ideas between all types of participating actors in
PROTHEGO because they were given possibilities to share practical experiences, written and oral
contributions. The manifold and frequently organised communication events have profoundly
contributed to the excellent outcome of PROTHEGO, and shall not be underestimated in the noble art
of facilitating an engaged, motivated and creative research environment.


Has the project been contributing to the visibility of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic
Research Agenda?

PROTHEGO has contributed in an excellent and impressive way in making JPICH visible both inside
and outside the cultural heritage research and management sphere. The project has successfully
carried out its ambitious objectives and thus been able to realise the prioritised areas 1) “Safeguarding
cultural heritage resources” by having produced tools and procedures for monitoring culture heritage
threatened by geo-hazards, 2) “creating knowledge” within satellite and geo-hazard monitoring
technology and 3) “connecting people with heritage” by an impressing extensive and manifold
dissemination of knowledge and relevant data directed towards end users/stakeholders as the direct
link to local communities with cultural heritage resources in their midst in a sustainable and longlasting perspective.
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Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

questions.

We recognize in the review the excellent work we have done during the
last three years of project. We have always been aware of the objectives
to be achieved and focused on achieving them.
Prothego has analyzed the official European UNESCO WHL list of. The
museums present in the historical centres included in this list have been
analyzed in the same way as other sites. PL and Pls they have constantly
pursued knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences, especially
with the site manager and final stakeholder of the pilot case studies.

3. What has been

If relevant only

achieved by your project,

For any additional detail, please refer to PROTHEGO_FINAL report (pag. 12, 13)

agree with the issues
raised? Specify and clarify.
2. Which
recommendations will
embraced and how? Also
respond to specific

that should be further
highlighted?. Be short and
precise.
4. Are future activities or

If relevant only

follow-up plans foreseen?

For any additional detail, please refer to PROTHEGO_FINAL report (pag. 19, 20)

Be short and precise.
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REFIT
project leader: Tom Moore
Review 1
1. Achievements of the project
This is a very well written and carefully structured final report, which clearly sets out the achievements
of the project in relation to the original questions and objectives. Thus, it is evident that all major
objectives and deliverables have been achieved, with, amongst others, relevant publications, reports,
videos, workshops and a travelling exhibition. The report provides a detailed account of the output of
the project. The description of the achievements goes beyond the mere mentioning of deliverables,
explaining in relevant detail and without too much technical jargon, how the results have been
interpreted, and subsequently how the conclusions have informed the further progress of the research
and also the development of new engagement strategies and policy advise. This goes for instance for
the interviews and questionnaires to assess landscape stakeholders. These have lead to new insights
in current practice and concepts of landscape change. The latter at their turn have informed the
project’s development of engagement events.
Reviewer’s comments on earlier reports have been carefully addressed, leading amongst others to
reconsideration of the role of the oppida as elements of the wider cultural landscape. In line with this,
In a similar vein, it is made explicit in the report that lessons have been learned from engagement with
stakeholders; these lessons have led to new approaches to engage hard to reach stakeholders, like
participatory augering;
Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the Project
The report makes it clear that impact has been vital to the project from its very start. To ensure impact
on the long term, a large series of measures has been taken; thus, landscape guides have been
produced and permanent exhibitions have been installed, reaching out and engaging a wide audience.
More in general, as is clearly demonstrated in the report, amongst others with a detailed list of network
activities and stakeholder involvement, REFIT has worked closely with a range of stakeholder
organisations and partners to ensure that the research findings and methods are co-produced with key
stakeholders and impacts on a broad range of key landscape organisations. To that aim both
traditional and innovative measures have been taken. Amongst the innovative ones are creative
inititatives like the ‘Love your Landscape day’ and the method of participatory augering. Further impact
is guaranteed through a large series of scientific publications, some of them in high standing journals.
Also, clear ideas and actions have been formulated to continue the project’s efforts, e.g. at the
scientific level through publications and events, as well as at various governance levels, from local to
international. At all these levels the experience and results of the project have been and will be shared
with political and administrative decision-makers. Of particular interest is the training and exchange
centre for managers of heritage sites set up in France, with the support of various national and
international institutions. Such a centre is an effective way of ensuring sustainability of the project’s
efforts and results, as well as of the network of dedicated researchers and institutions involved.
Further impact is sought by joining forces with EU-projects with similar aims, such as Cheriscape and
Memola, leading amongst others to new project applications.
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Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
The added European value of the project is not explicitly addressed in a relevant section of the report,
but can be deduced from various actions and conclusions. Thus, in the section on final results and
their impact it is stated that the project’s stakeholder analysis revealed commonalities across the three
countries on core themes (1) need for awareness of integrated nature of ‘cultural landscapes’ (rather
than isolated heritage assets) (2) the value of integrated (ecology, agronomy, heritage) landscape
management. These are vital elements in the European Landscape Convention’s approach to
landscape and demonstrate indeed, as is stated in the report, the usefulness of this approach in
diverse cases throughout Europe. The European-wide set up of the project has clearly been
instrumental in this conclusion. Also in line with the European scale of the project, it has been an
explicit aim to impact political and administrative decision-makers not only at local and national levels,
but also at international scales. More in general, the themes investigated by the REFIT project closely
link up and significantly add to ongoing research of spatial planning and landscape management at
the European level (e.g. Hercules-project, Cheriscape, Memola), as well as of issues such as
democratisation in heritage management (participatory management; co-creation) and demographic
shrinkage and economic depression in rural areas; a broad, comparative Europe-wide approach as
cherished by REFIT is vital to such research.
As to the contribution of the project to the JPI-CH aims, priorities and challenges, the report is explicit.
The project convincingly addresses the issues of ‘developing reflective societies’ and ‘connecting
people with heritage’, through exhibitions, videos, digital guides and stakeholder engagement. As a
matter of fact, these JPI-CH issues are core themes of the REFIT project.

Review 2
1. Achievements of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the achievements of the research project: Were the stated goals
achieved? What is the progress beyond the state-of-the-art in the field? What are the project’s most
outstanding outputs and outcomes, in the third reporting period and overall?
[350 words maximum]
The report is very well written and structured and gives a clear overview. The core research questions
are very well formulated (from the start of the project), which illustrate that research projects really
benefit from clearly defines objectives and questions. The keywords of the research questions
(awareness and understanding; management; engagement; knowledge transfer) all link with the JPI
research agenda.
Three project partners and several associated stakeholders in the different countries, that were used
as case studies.
The project team took the previous review really into consideration, for example to move to cultural
landscapes beyond oppida, which is very much appreciated. They underpin the usefulness of applying
the European Landscape Convention’s approach to landscape, which is indeed more integrating the
different components of cultural landscapes.
Some of the deliverables are still due to deliver (14-15-16), but this might be a mistake in the table?
Some of the publications are submitted and will be published end of 2018, such as the REFIT
Monograph.
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Please rate the achievements of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

2. Impact of the project
Please evaluate and comment on the project’s impact, as well as knowledge transfer and
dissemination activities of the CRP: Will the research outcomes be of value for non-academic
stakeholders and user communities? What would be the project’s most significant impact outside
academia? Was knowledge exchange with non-academic audiences important to the project? Did PL
and PIs actively pursue these activities? Did research benefit from this exchange?
[350 words maximum]
During the whole project, the team worked with many stakeholders, for example by executing both a
questionnaire (985 respondents) and in-depth interviews (192 respondents). A range of engagement
events were organised using different methodologies and approaches, in which they involved up to
500 stakeholders. They developed guides to be used in the cultural landscapes to raise awareness on
a more holistic way (heritage, ecology, agriculture, stakeholders’ perspectives), which might be a good
practice for other case studies.
Based on the outcomes of the project, different team members are invited in consultations on
landscape management developments at national and regional level.
Please rate the impact of the project:
0 cannot evaluate / 1 weak / 2 average / 3 good / 4 excellent

3. European added value
Please evaluate and comment on the European added value: Has the research benefited from the
transnational collaboration? Was the CRP functioning as a well-integrated collaborative project, more
than just a sum of its parts? Would you evaluate the communication and exchange of ideas, students,
techniques, etc. across the consortium as sufficient? Has the project been contributing to the visibility
of JPICH and the priorities in its Strategic Research Agenda?
[350 words maximum]
The keywords of the research questions (awareness and understanding; management; engagement;
knowledge transfer) all link with the JPI strategic research agenda.
The contribution of to the JPI-CH is extensive and the four themes are addressed.
They also listed future activities which are relevant and show their interaction with other European
projects and initiatives.

Response by project
Questions

Response by project-leader

1. Do you recognize and

[Maximum 150 words]

agree with the issues

We are extremely grateful for the positive review of the REFIT project’s
achievements and are glad the reviewers have recognised its aims and
approach.

raised? Specify and clarify.
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The one issue raised concerning some deliverables still due in 2018 is
being addressed. Indeed, the Tully/Allen paper for Public Archaeology
entered as ‘submitted’ in the report has now been accepted by that journal.
We are waiting on decisions on the other articles and will complete the
Monograph by the end of 2018.
2. Which

[Maximum 150 words]

recommendations will

We appreciate the reviewers’ recognition of some of the useful
approaches by the REFIT project and the possibility that some aspects
may be transferable to other projects. We will endeavour to continue to
promote our outputs and approaches so that these aspects, such as the
interactive/integrated guides might be emulated for other cultural
landscapes.

embraced and how? Also
respond to specific
questions.

3. What has been

If relevant only

achieved by your project,

[Maximum 500 words]

that should be further

The reviewers have recognised what we consider the key aspects of the
project – its exploration of oppida as cultural landscapes, stakeholder
engagement and production of integrated approaches to these
landscapes.
We would emphasise that the co-productive nature of REFIT – integrating
core stakeholders as active participants in the project – has been essential
to its success and should be emphasised in other such projects (and
indeed is one of the most inspiring aspects of the JPI-CH approach to
grant funding). Our associated partners (and later other stakeholders who
joined the project – AONB etc) were active participants at our workshops,
helped co-deliver engagement events, input into our guides and advised
on their needs – making it truly coproductive. We believe this is crucial to
sustainable approaches to cultural landscapes.

highlighted?. Be short and
precise.

4. Are future activities or

If relevant only

follow-up plans foreseen?

[Maximum 150 words]

Be short and precise.

As mentioned above, we are completing the major monograph for the
project this year with expected publication late 2018 or early 2019.
We are continuing to undertake engagement events at all four case
studies – especially Bibracte which is hosting a major follow-on workshop.
In the UK, our work on post-Brexit cultural landscape management
advisory plans is continuing in connection with Historic England.
We will continue to update our REFIT website outlining these
developments with the aim of promoting the transfer of best practice in
managing European oppida and European cultural landscapes in general.
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